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WIC PROGRAM — Lou Orr and sons Robert and 
Patrick of Route 5,
Murray, talk with- nutritionist Jo Ann Harmon of the Calloway County
Health Department about the supplemental food progr
am for women, in-
fants and children that the department is now offering. The p
rogram is
available to pregnant women and nursing mothers, infants u
p to one year
and children up to five years of age.
Food Plan Available
At Health Department
The Calloway County Health
Department, 701 Olive, is now
providing a supplemental food program
for women, infants and children who
qualify.
This program, known as WIC, is
available to pregnant women and
nursing mothers, infants up to one year
and children up to five years of age.
Those applying for the program must
meet one of the following five
guidelines in order to receive WIC
supplemental foods. A WIC staff
member must certify the person as
needing supplemental food; he must
live in an approved geographical area;
he must be eligible for reduced-price or
free medical care; he must receive
medical care from an approved health
care clinic; and he must return to the
clinic for regular health checkups.
More information on the WIC
program or other programs offered by
the health department may be obtained
by calling 753-3381.
Housing Commission Seeks
To Move Project Residents
-
Ter. families in-the housing project
have to be moved into smaller
dwellings, according to a report dated
June 15 from housing authority director
L.D. Miller to members of the Murray
Housing Commission. in Friday af-
ternoon's meeting.
. The report lists the number and type
of unit, household head name, number
tri family and an indication if the family
should be in a different type of unit.
In compliance with federal stan-
dards, the housing project bases the
size of the dwelling on total family
members and rent on total gross in-
come.
The 10 families must be moved to
smaller units because of deaths in the
family or family members leaving the
households., Only , two vacancies, are
available, according to Miller, and
action will not be taken on eight
families until other vacancies became
available.
Some of the 10 families have been
living in their dwellings since 1963.
Action, to make the report was
prompted by the May 16 reeeting of the
Murray Human Rights Commission
and representatives of the Louisville
Human Rights Commission, Kentucky
Commission on Human Rights and the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley told com-
missioners at their June 8 meeting that
federal funds would be cut off if in-
consistencies in the housing project
were not corrected. The inconsistencies
stem from the failure to integrate
certain units.
It was felt  by commission members
that they could attempt to infegraWthe



























Partly sunny with a chance of
thunderstorms today. Highs in
the upper 80s to low 90s. A good
chance of thunderstorms tonight,
ending Sunday. Lows tonight in
--the mid tion..' Highs Sunday in the
low 80s. Winds will be southwest
at 10 to 15 mph and giisty
thunderstorms. The probability
of precipitation is 30 percent
today, 50 percent tonight and 40
percent Sunday.
community if residents whose families
had become smaller were moved to
smaller units.
Farm Bureau Head Critical Of Carter's
Decision To End Farmer's Fuel Priority
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — It may be
too soon to gauge the full impact on
Kentucky farmers, but President
Carter's decision to end a federal rule,
giving farmers priority in obtaining
diesel fuel was "a very big mistake for
everyone concerned," the head of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau says.
Carter's action Friday followed his
promise a day earlier to make more
diesel available to striking independent
truckers, who have complained of high
prices as well as fuel shortages.
"As I see it, it's not going to solve the
No. 1 problem that the independent
truckers seem to have, and that is high
prices of fuel," Ray Mackey, president
of the Kentucky group, said Friday.
"They're complaining more about
price than supply."
Mackey, reached by telephone in
Lexington, said it is too soon to tell what
effect the decision will have 'on Ken-
tucky's farmers.
"If fuel supplies are such that far-
mers get all they need to finish the crop
they've planted and get it harvested,
dried and stored, then fine.
"But, if between, now, and, harvest
time farmers don't get their needs, it
could be disastrous. It could cause
lower supplies of food products and feed
stuffs.. that will contribute to higher
prices in the supermarket," Mackey
said.
The Farm Bureau president said he
had not received reports of farmers
needing fuel, but "it's going to happen
very soon if the tankers don't get on the
road. Our suppliers are going to run
out, and therefore they can't fill our
tanks."
Some Kentucky farmers are in the
middle of planting doubtecrop
soybeans, which are put in the ground
after a first crop is harvested.
"If we're delayed three or four days
on fuel supplies, it may mean we won't
plant those soybeans," Mackey said.
"If you don't get them planted by the
first of July, chances are you'd better
not plant them at all.
"We may eliminate several, acres of
soybeans which, in turn, will increase
prices of feed for livestock and will run
livestock prices higher," he said.
"Everybody down the line will feel the
effect of it."
Mackey also termed Carter's
decision "untimely."
"Adequate fuel a month from now is
not going_to help us now. We need it on a
continuing basis, and that's why far-
mers need the assurance of 100 percent
allocation. Any time a farmer needs
fuel, they ought to fill his tanks because
he can't wait. We're not going to use
any more than we need."
Truckers Debate Whether Or Not President's
Proposal Will End Cost Squeeze On Diesel
By The Associated Press
A few scattered incidents of violence
ccialifiedInto the weekend on Ken-
tucky highways despite the governor's
order of National Guard troops to guard
fuel shipments; state police report.
A Jefferson County trucker was shot
at late Friday by a car that had been
following his rig for several miles on
U.S. 31W near West Point southwest of
Louisville, according to state police.
Police said the driver was not in-
jured. A car believed to have been the
one involved in the shooting was later
recovered near a gasoline bulk plant,
but no arrests had been made as of
early today, officers said.
In southeastern .,Kentucky, state
police at London reported several in-
cidents of trucks being rocked as they
went through an overpass in Rockastle
County on Interstate 75. However, there
Cellhouse Number Five
At Eddyville Emptied
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (API — Cellhouse
No. 5 at the Kentucky State Peniten-
tiary has been emptied for the first time
since it was opened 42 years ago.
The prison began reducing the
number of inmates in the controversial
cellblock about a year ago in
preparation for a $4.2 million
renovation of the structure, which was
built in 1937 with Works Progress
Administration funds. The prison itself
was built in 1888.
Prisoners gill housed in the cellblock
last winter appealed to federal court in
Paducah for an immediate closing of
the structure on grounds that conditions
including lack of heat made it un-
bearable.
Prison Superintendent Dewey
Sowders, who took control of the
penitentiary Jan. 3, already had begun
improvements to Cellhouse No. 5 when
the complaint was filed in January and
U.S. District Judge Edward H. John-
stone ruled that the cellhouse could be
used. --
Trial is scheduled for next April in
federal court at Louisville on a class
action lawsuit filed by prisoners ob-
jecting to prison conditions and
security measures. The suit seeks $150
million in addition to sweeping changes
at the institution.
Johnson last week rejected a request
for an injunction to halt the renovation
- project, saying the objectors did nit
prove that renovation would (-awe
"irreparable harm" to the inmates.
Sowders said-Friday that, barring an
emergency, Cellhouse No. 5 would not
be used until the renovation is com-
pleted.
State Corrections Commissioner
David Bland has said contractors will
be asked during the first Week of July to
submit bids on the project. Con-
struction is expected to start in Sep-
tember.
The number of cells will be redaced
from 550 to 363, Sowders said.
The inmate count at the penitentiary
Friday _stkod at.197._ _
Connie Talent Honored
As Counselor Of The-Year
Connie Talent, counselor with the
local office of the state Bureau of
Rehabilitation Services, has received
the Kentucky Rehabilitation Coun-
seling Association Counselor of the
Year award.
The award, designed to recognize and
honor a caseload-carrying counselor
who has a history of professional ex-
cellence, was presented to Mrs. Talent
at the association's annual banquet
held recently in Louisville.
A spokesman for the association said
that one of the reasons Mrs. Talent was
honored is that her approach is client-
centered, not only in counseling, but
also in the philosophy of the
management of her caseload.
Mrs. Talent, who holds B.S. and M.A.
degrees in guidance and counseling
From Mirray State University, began
her career with the Bureau in 1970 when
she was hired as a vocational teacher at
IUSteiwn Atitellnitittat In Htipkitsville..-
She then transferred to the J. U'. Kevii
Center in Mayfield carrying general
and workshop caseloads before
beginning work in Murray. Her office is
located in the special education
building on the Murray State Univer-
sity campus.
The counselor of the year became a
were no injuries and no arrests, police
added.
Elsewhere across Kentucky, state
police posts reported the highways
quiet late Friday and early today.
But as lines at retail gas stations
grew longer with the approach of the
weekend, motorists increasingly found
themselves growing shorter — of gas
and patience.
Supplies at most station in Louisville
and Lexington were nonexistent or very
thin and most stations in those cities
planned to be closed on the weekend.
In other areas, many western Kere
--tucky retailers were out of gas and
eastern Kentucky was beginning show
signs of the effects of a shortage. But
southcentral and southeastern areas, so
far, have been spared from running out.
Pickets at most Kentucky truck stops
were relaxed Friday after state of-
ficials agreed to a 10 a.m. meeting
today in Frankfort with leaders of the
Kentucky Independent Truckers
Association, said Jack Lanigan,
secretary-treasurer of the
organization.
The truckers "will not even lift a
hand to flag a truck," Lanigan said.
Connie Talent
certified rehabilitation counselor- In
IS7STSbehis' been e".iti
'tacky Rehabilitation Association and -*
the Kentucky Rehabilitation Coun-
seling Association and has seuod °"
several committees and attended manY
regional and national conferences
Mrs. Talent is married to Ron Talent.
manager of John Smith Gallery of
Homes in Murray.
They had been flagging down other
truckers to talk with them about joining
the shutdown.
Meantime, Kentucky National
--Guardsmen were to be on duty again
today at key locations and some major
gasoline bulk depots after Gov. Julian
Carroll declared Friday, "We are going
to enforce the law."
Of the 520 Guardsmen ordered to
active duty, 200 are stationed in
Somerset guarding several bulk plants
and the Somerset Refinery Co.
Another 200 troops were assigned to
the Owensboro area to be itationed at
fuel distribution points at the request of
facility owners. About 100 Military
Police have been assigned to guard 1-75
overpasses between Richmond and
London. Twenty guardsmen have been
stationed at command headquarters in
Frankfort.
State police were to continue escorts
of fuel shipments today. More than 30
such .escorts were conducted Friday,
mostly in southern and southeastern
Kentucky.
Activation of the National Guard and
state police fuel escorts were not the
governor's only response to the
truckers' strike and accompanying gas
shortage.
Carroll also suspended gross weight
limits for fuel trucks and authorized a 6
percent surcharge for state-regulated
motor carriers in order for them to
more quickly recover higher fuel costs.
The governor stopped short of im-
posing a fuel allocation system, but
warned that if the public did not stop
"panic buying," some type of state
rationing plan may become reality by
the end of the weekend.
Attorney General Robert Stephens
said his office intended to
"aggressively investigate" any
gasoline dealer charging prices/beyond
federal guidelines.
In Louisville Friday, the U.S.
Department of Energy's office received
numerous complaints of overcharging.
Perhaps the lowest price quoted in
Kentucky for gas Friday was at a
Kocolene station on Dixie Highway in
Louisville. The price, 51.9 cents, looked
--very right to passing motorists, but
those who rushed to buy got only a half
a gallon. A note on the pumps advised
motorists to multiply by 2 for the cost of
a full gallon.
State Police Report Scattered
Violence Despite National Guard
By The Associated Press
Millions of dollars of crops were in
danger and two more drivers were
injured as independent truckers
debated whether two Carter ad-
ministration proposals would -ease the
cost squeeze that has triggered a
nationwide shutdown.
Rigs in eight states were hit with
bullets and rocks Friday. One driver
was shot in the arm in Tennessee, and.
another was seriously injured in a
Missouri crash after his truck's tires
were shot out.
The strike, which began more than
two weeks ago, was called to protest
high prices and dwindling supplies of
diesel fuel, the lack of uniform load
regulations and the 55-mph speed limit.
President Carter announced Friday
he was suspending a federal rule that
gave farmers first claim on diesel fuel,
thus making more available to the
nation's 100,000 independent truckers.
William Hill, head of the Independent
Truckers Unity Coalition, said the-
move was a "step in the right direc-
tion."
Farmers expressed disappointment.
"Our payday comes just once a year
and that's right now when the wheat is
being harvested," said John Junior
Armstrong, head of the Kansas Farm
Bureau.
And some. truckers also were
unimpressed. "I haven't had any
trouble getting fuel. That isn't the
problem, it's the price," said David
Thompson of Fairfield, Conn.
In another -move, the Federal High-
way Administration asked governors of
eight states and the District of
Columbia to consider, temporarily
lifting the legal limits On the weight of
trucks.
Most states already allow 80,000
pouad loads, but the holdouts have
hindered coast-to-coast travel with the
bigger loads, truckers say. -
Connecticut and Missouri raised their
limits to KNO pouifth
officials in Maryland and Mississippi
said they were considering the action.
Illinois Gov. James Thompson
declined, and Indiana and Arkansas
_offieials said the legislatures would be
reluctant to approve such a move.
Tennessee Gov. Lam aa Alexander
and Pennsylvania Gov. Richard
Thornburgh left it up to their
legislatures. Officials in the District of
Columbia could not be reached for
comment.
Meanwhile, Missouri Gov. Jpseph
Teasdale announced lie - was activating
the National Guard to protect truckers
and fuel shipments as the strike ex-
tended its stranglehold on deliveries of
fuel and food.
In neighboring North Carolina, farm
officials said up to $40 million worth of
crops were in danger for lack of
transportation to market.
California officials said the loss in
unharvested crops was expected to
reach $4 million by Monday. Livestock.
losses in Illinois were estimated at
$25,000 a day, and officials of some
Southern ports said tons of bananas
may be dumped into the sea if they
can't be shipped, 
Meanwhile, a truckers', leader in
Alabama said his group would not in-
terfere with drivers traveling through
the.state, where one trucker has been
killed and another's wife was wounded. 
Mabama Gov. Fob James said there
would be a "systematic de-escalation of
National Guard and state police of-
ficers" from special truck _strike-
related duty.
Gas Shortage Tightens In State _
Kentucky motorists should be wary
about traveling in the state this
weekend, though many service stations
are expecting more fuel early next
week, says the Blue Grass AAA Auto
Club.
The AAA said Friday that motorists
in most areas should not travel after 5
p.m. or try to fill their gas tanks Sunday
because most stations will be closed at
those times. ,
Lines famed at a few gas stations in
Murray late Friday afternoon ap_-
parently, caused by motorists !earl/4g
shortages and closed stations over the
weekend.
-s few Murray- 4il4i9g-siotton4
'out of gas Frida9 and many ethers were
closing earlier than normal in efforts to
conserve their dwindhng sitrialY of
gasoline.
The fuel situation was "very good" in
Boyd and surrounding counties on
Interstate 64, but all stations surveyed
were closing Sunday, the AAA said.—
Along 1-75, fuel was expected to be
available through the weekend around
Florence, with supplies running low in
Williamstown. Most Georgetown
stations had fuel, but many stations in
Richmond either were closed or were
out of certain grades. Most stations
were closed in London and Corbin.
Stations at Williamsburg were nearly
out, but expecting fuel Monday.
Along the Cumberland Parkway,
Somerset stations had gas for today,
but most were out in Glasgow.
On the Western Kentucky Parkway,
Leitchfield stations were to be open
today, but closed Sunday. Some ghs
woo Ir4)qii; -
stations were out. in, Dawson .Springs.
and Central City. NO problems were
reported in Princeton and gas was
readily available in Bowling Green.
Spot shortages were reported along
the Mountain Parkway. Most stations
,were to be open today in Hazard, but
closed Sunday.
Most stations along the Daniel Boone
Parkway were to be closed through the
weekend, but a few had limited sup-
plies.
In neighboring states, motorists were
expected to have no trouble finding gas
in Tennessee today,. but supplies were.
expected to be scarce Sunday.
Fifty-three percent of Ohio's stations
were to be open Sunday, with "decent
availability" during daylight hours
along main roads. Supplies were ex-
pected to be tight Sunday.
Stations along the West Virginia
Turnpike were to be open around the
• -.dna: I:4 half the station.s..contacted
elsewhere In. the State were. lo close
early 'today and Sunday.
In Indiana; -most Indianapolis-area
stations were closing early and 78
percent were to be clOsed Sunday. Gas
was expected to be available -along
interstates, but severe problems were
"Forecast for South Bend.
^ • -
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HEALTH 
High blood pressure
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - 1
have high blood pressure.
The bottom number is h1gh
but the top reading is O.K.
• My doctor is giving me
Aldomet.
He says Aldomet will
lower both the bottom and
the top pressure readings,
but I continue to have a high
lower reading of 100 - some-
times higher. I would like to
know if what he is telling me
is correct. He won't give me"
any other, kind of medicine
; to go,with the Aldomet and I
don't want to keep taking
Aldomet if it doesn't lower
the bottom reading to at
. least 80.
I am thinking of changing
doctors because I don't want
to continue toThave a high
bottom reading.
DEAR READER - Per-
haps you ought to let your
doctor decide what is the
best treatment for your
b1004 pressure. Aldomet is a
very good medicine and. .is
commonly used to lover
. both the upper and lower
blood pressure readings.
Most people think that the
two readings are independ-
ent of each other and that's
not entirely true. It is impor-
tant that both of them be
normal. An elevated upper
- reading -4systalic preasiirea
or an elevated lower reading
'diastolic reading) - either
one - can increase-your risk
of heart and circulatory dis-
eases.
A reading of 100 isn't bad
for your bottom pressure.
I'd like to see it below 90 but
sometimes that takes
awhile. You may be able to
help the situation by elimi-
nating any excess body fat
that you have. It's been
repeatedly shown that even
if you're taking blood pres-
sure medicine and are
overweight, the elimination
of the excess body fat will
help to control the pressure
or even reduce the require-
ment for medicine.
Sometimes using a di-
uretic along with Aldomet
helps improve the situation.
It does this by washing out
salt which takes with it ex-
cess body water. You can
help accomplish this effect
by sharply litniting the
- amount of salt in your diet.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 1-8,
Blood Pressure, to give you
a better understanding of
your blood pressure reading
and what it -means. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped,
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
You should know that a lot
of the medicines that are
used to control .high blood
pressure- have side -effects.
Some of these are almost as
undesirable as having the
high blood pressure in the
first place. That's why many
r s id  o 
elevation
 notc  
customary 
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sure is to try to reduce it
through weight control and
elimination of salt intake. If
these measures aren't ade-
quate, sometimes the doctor
may want to use a diuretic to
help wash out salt and
water. And if that's not ade-
quate, then other medicines
such as Aldomet may be
added as needed
FABERGE SHOW
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Some 100 objects created in
gold, enamel, and precious
and semiprecious stones by
the House of Faberge are on
view through Oct. 28 at the Los
Angeles County Museum of
Art.
The House of Faberge was a
firm that made luxury objects
for the Russian imperial court
and other influential persons
under the direction of the
Russian goldsmith, peter Carl
Faberge.
The objects date from 1870
through 1918 and are drawn
from the Matilda Geddings
Gcay Foundation Collection in




YARD Of MONTH — The Garden Department of the Murray Womans' Club hasrecognized the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Lassiter, 900 Olive, as the JuneHome Yard of the Month. Generous quantities of red begonias and red geraniums fillcontainers which grace the entry to the driveway, as well as flank the front sidewalk asit curves toward the front porch. There one finds ferns and white wicker furnituresharing space with still more red geraniums, Kentucky Bluegrass and creeping fescuethrive in the shades-of many large oak trees. Also planted within the tfttrit yard arewhite birch, dogwood, and blue spruce. foundation plantings include large BurfordiHolly, Compota, Nandina, azaleas, and euonymus. More red begonias and geraniumsfill containers across the rear edge of the curving driveway. The backyard landscapingincludes comfortable sitting areas decorated with potted plants and bordered by bluehydrangeas. From here one can see native trees along the lot line which add morewelcome shade. Nandina roses, petunias, lilacs, snowball bushes, impatiens, iris,hollyhocks and cannas add color to the backyard area successively through theirblooming seasons. A birdbath, with its own planting of flowers around the base, ac-cents an open area of the back lawn. The Lassiters maintain a vegetable garden in ad-dition to developing the landscaping which has earned them the June Yard of theMonth award.
- Parents In Sweden Unhappy
Over Spanking Law Passed
By DICK SODERLUND
Associated Press Writer
STOCKHOLM AP - A
pew law that forbids parents
from beating, spanking,
cuffing or otherwise harming
their children takes effect in
Sweden in July, but some
parents are not happy about it.
One father questioned said
he thought spanking was good
for children, and a spokesman
for the small Maranata
religious sect said frankly:
"We wilt go underground if we
have to but we will continue to
excercise our natural rights."
Sweden will become the first
nation with such a law,
adopting it in the International
Year of the Child. The law is a
new step in a long process
aimed at protecting children's
rights here. A children's
ombudsman and an
emergency phone watch for
youngsters already exist.
When the minority Liberal
government introduced we
bill to ban parents from
spanking last March', Justice
Minister Sven Romanus said it
means "our society has taken
an increasingly negative view
of beating or spanking as a
means of bringing up
children."
There has been no organized
opposition to the law but
reactions from jurists.
lawmakers, and parents have
been mixed. Said one annoyed
father of three:
"Spanking and spanking
there's a difference between
deliberate spanking and what
I would call an outburst of
temper. I never spanked
kids in cold blood, only on the
spur of the moment. I am sure
it does not hurtthem but hep
then,"
Most critical of the law were
spokesmen for the Maranata
sect, a group of about 300
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Pentecostal Church in the - hit back too ...
1960s. It sees physical
chastisement by parents as a
natural means of correction
and an "ethical, moral and -
religious right."
The sect operates its am
-pilgrim" schools in protest
against the public school
system, and Hans Brynte.
principal of one Maranata
school, said:
'•If the authorities try-- to
stop us we will go un-
derground and fight on. They
are suddenly Outlawing an old
cultural tradition and parents
are declared idiots incapable
of rearing their. children.
People, in other countries will
laugh at this and a whole
generation will be
criminalized because some
sociologists shall have their
When the new law was
debated in Parliament,
Conservative Tore Nilsson
protested it. Quoting the Bible.
ancient Icelandic life rules of
the book Havamal and a
centuries-old .Swedish law
document, he said, "The law
against spanking- - eoriflicts
with our cultural .tradition,
with parents rights and
personal integrity and with
Western humanism." .
Justice Minister litoma n us
took a different view. "This
development reflects the
now dominant view that the
child is an independent in-
dividual who can demand full
respect for his person, in-
tegrity and own value," he
said.
The new law prohibits "any
act which, for the purpose of
punishing, causes the child
physical injury or pain, even if
UniAinturbance is mild and
passing," It is meant to in-
clude-psychological -punish-
ment, but legal experts have
criticized the wording on this
as too vague. ..
Many' child psychiatrists,
physiologists, sociologists and
ifocTirn- have welcomed the
new law as neccessary to
protect children.
"This law is 41'n g overdue
because so-called spanking
has in effect been a legalized,
milder form of assault and
battery or could lead to worse
abuse," said Gunnel Linde
who belongs to a children's
rights_ organization and has
written a book on child
beating.
And one welfare officer
said: "In my work, I often
become amazed at how little
parents know about their
children. They don't have to
be bad to beat them, just
ignorant, teaching the kids
only the most primitive and
ineffective way to solve
conflicts - through violence
against someone weaker."
Grade school children aged
8-10 polled at a recreational
,traterL ee. f .agniinst
*dna _ spgrikenr.,44:0179, .
prising!), - thoughlhey
it natiiral to occasionally beat
a brotnr.or sister therriselves.
Peter, 10, noted, "My sister
is always riling me. Then I hit
her but that's OK because we
are evenly matched. If my dad
would hit me, or mom, it
would not be fair but I would
"Hitting is no good," he
continued. "But some parents
think they cannot bring up
kids without spanking them.
There the only thing is to run
away for awhile so they
become anxious and regret
it.
Legal medical officer
SvenOlof Lidhohn took a stern
view of parents who beat their
children. Criticizing
authorities for laxness in
'caring for maltreated
youngsters, he said he
receives more than 600 reports
of child beatings annually,
about 10 of them fatal. And he
believes there are perhaps
some 5,000 other children who
are beaten regularly without it
being reported.
The new ban does not carry
any specific punishment.
However, ordinary 'criminal
law allows sentences of up to
10 years for serious cases and
up to two years in milder ones.
Protecting, children from
-bodily harm has been a long
process in Sweden. Flogging
in schools was partially
banned in 1918, but as late as
1958 teachers in lower grade
schools were still allowed to






of Women's Aglow Fellow-
ship will meet Tuesday,
June 26, at the Ken Bar
Inn. Breakfast will be
served at 9:30 a.m. with the
meeting to folloVe.
The speaker this month
is Jo Bateman from
Marion, Ill. She will be
sharing how she was
converted from a life of
crime, dope, and alcohol;
having been in the crime
syndicate for several years
For further information
you may call 443-6308 in
Paducah, 395-4937 in
Calvert City and 247-2683
in Mayfield.
•




DEAR ABBY: My husband of six years has just ended his
third affair. After the first two, he chose to stay with me,
but after this last affair I'm not sure I want to stay with him.
He refuses to tell me whether these affairs included sex,
although it seems impossible to imagine that they did not. I
need to know!
The fact that he won't tell me bothers me more than
whether he had sex with these iinmen. Do I have the right
to know?
DEAR ROSITA: If he said he had an "affair" don't press
him for the particulars. It's not an "affair" unless ft's the
whole enchilada.
DEAR ABBY: Several years ago I married a good.
natured, loving, honest, beautiful little woman from a
foreign country. We have had to contend with a yariety of
cultural differences, but that never was a problem.
However, two unresolved problems persist.
The first is the matter of orderliness or rather the lack
of it. She hasn't the faintest idea what "a place for
everything and everything in its place" means. She just puts _
a thing down anywhere, and when she wants it again she
can't find it.
The other problem concerns punctuality. She starts pit.
ting ready to go out about the time we're supposed to arriVi•i.
We have_nev_er_beeanna time for a party. Actually, the two
problems are related. One reasOnifieslaWayiliitt *kir-
she can never find the hairbrush. Can you help me?
OPEN TO SUGGESTIONS
DEAR OPEN: Have you tried to teach her? If not, put
everything in its place and stress the importance of return-
ing it there.
As for punctuality, urge her to start getting ready two
hours in advance instead of an hour. And If this doesn't help,
you've still got • good-natured, loving, beautiful little
woman who's hopelessly disorganized and chronically late.
DEAR ABBY: Do you want to do the hospital volunteers
of the world a big favor? Please tell. your readers that mail
addressed to Buzz Jackson, Skip Jones or Tootsie
will probably not be delivered to patients in the hospital.
Nicknames are not recorded on hospital records, The pa
tients are registered under their LEGAL names (first, mid
die and last I. We have no idea who Liz. Red, Corky or Junior
are.
Yesterday I looked for an "Al" Johnson and found none. I
did find a Henry Alvin Johnson, however. I later learned
that the patient always callnd himself "Al" so he wouldn't be
contused with his father who was called Henry.
So, please. Abby, print this. I could cry every time I see a
stack of mail that can't be delivered because it is addressed
improperly. And wouldn't you knetorthey don't put a return
address on the envelope, either!
FRUSTRATED IN PHOENIX
DEAR FRUSTRATED: I'll pass the word. I hope it helps.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FIFTH GRADER": If I could give
• youngster just one piece of advice, it would be read, read.
read!
Every public library contains a wealth of information, and
It's free for the taking. A. much as you want. Discover the
history of man, the wonders of science, the beauties of art,
the best in literature and the wisdom of the ages. Read for
knowledge and pl . The person who does not read has
no advantage over the person who cannot read.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: To Be Popular:
You're Never Too Young or Too, Old." Send $I with • long.
self-addressed, stamped 128 tenon envelope to Abby. 132

















Then each day you ve got your choice
of a Baked Potato_or_FirencJI Fries_  Toast












Dates: June 24 thru 30




















































































































Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
p.m. at Carman Pavilion,
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics and for
information call 437-4229.
Events Listed For Community Calendar
Butterflies Are Free" will
be presented by Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the
Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m.
An open horse show,
sponsored by the Hardin
Riding Club, will be at 6 p.m.
at the Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission
' is $1 per person.
Saturday, June 23 Saturday, June 23
Lakeside Singers and
Twilight Cabaret will present
separate programs at Ken-
tucky Dam Village State Park
at 8:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lake
events will include nature bike
hike at 9 a.m., solar cooking
demonstration from 1 to 4
p.m., Nature By the Acre at
2:30 p.m., and Sugaring for
Moths at 8 p.m., all at Center
Station; Special Population
Fishing Torunament at Devels
Elbow from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.; Summerfest at The





FOR MONDAY, JUNE 25,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. , to Apr. 19) irer--niv
A affection in: dealing
with relationships. The same
problem keeps cropping up at
home. Unexpected news re
finances.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20 )
A mixed day re com-
munications. Take charge of a
work project. Don't let money
cause strain in relationships.
Be flexible.
rl GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
Don't second guess self re
romance. What you did was
right. The financial picture
could deteriorate if you're not
on guard.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22)
Affairs at home require
attention. Romance may
make you somewhat nervous.
After an initial overture, you
may get cold feet.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22) 412k"--C
Know the difference bet-.
ween discretion and
evasiveness. Despite carelul
planning, an unexpected twist
affects the domestic scene. ,s
VIRGO rflvt(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 c•.1
Mixing business with
pleasure brings moderate
career gains early in the day,




(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 41-rl
Seek new ways for in-
creasing income. Some
business news unreliable.




I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
A problem at a distance
requires attention. Questions




(NOV. 22 to Dec. 21) 410
New tdeas about joint
financial planning,
decision how to implement
them. Romance makes you
highstrung and a bit nervous.
.CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Revamp work schedule.
Favorable introductions, but
you may be slow to trust new
contacts. Friends may
distract you from tasks.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Successful progress at
work, but don't mix business




(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20))(Cf
Sudden events may in-





YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to commercialize
your artistic talents. You can
succeed as a painter, sculptor,
architect, writer or art dealer.
A serious thinker with an
interest in social problems,
you often become associated
with some group endeavor1.
Though you can succeed in
business, you won't be ntent
with an ordinary job. Your
best success comes with self-
discipline, patience, and
concentration — otherwise,
you tend to vacillate. A good
education ---guarantees the
successful development of
your talents. Birthdate of:
George Abbott, theatrical
producer; Sidney Linnet, film
director; and • James
Meredith, civil rights pioneer..
Onuorts





Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets Or
Give Your Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Teoring Them Out
HI* vt.ii s MUrrav
492-88 r
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include Longest Dri-
ve Contest on No. 2 Fairway
on golf course from 9:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.; frisbee golf at 10
a.m.and paper airplane flying
contest at 1:30 p.m., both on
hotel front lawn; family
olympics at campground
playground at 3 p.m.; pie
eating contest at recreation
room at 4:30 p.m.; lollipop
lick-off at campground
bathhouse at 5 p.m.; hayride
at horse stables with cost
being $2.50 per person at 6:30
p.m.; country music by Night
Riders in hotel meeting room
at 8 p.m.
New Member Social and -
Dinner will be held at 6:30,




perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Nineteenth annual Art
Honors Workshop, sponsored
by Summer Youth Program,
will open today and continue
through June 30 at the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State.
Second of three two-week
tennis camps under the
Summer Youth Program will
open today and continue
through July 6 at Murray
State University Courts.
New Concord Pentecostal
Church will have its
homecoming today.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have its




Church will have as annual
homecoming.
Annual Men's and Women's
Day program will be at 2:30
p.m. at the Chestnut Grove
AME Church. Lunch will beat
1:30 p.m.
Events at land Between the
Lakes will include nititural
Pest Control at Empire Farm
from 2 to 4 p.m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include Inter-
denominational worship
service at 8:30 a.m. at cam-
ground amphitheater;
Closest-To-The Hole Contest
on No. 9 at Golf Course from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.; Air Hockey
Tournament at game room at
10 a.m.; Water Balloon toss on
hotel front lawn at 1 p.m.;
Obstacle Walk at campground
playground at 2:30 p.m.; Hula
Hoop Contest at hotel pool
patio at 4 p.m.; Hayride at
horse stables with cost being
$2.50 per person at 6:30 p.m.;




Alan Raidt of Puryear,
Tenn., and Kenny Snow of
Tampa,. Fla., will present a-
free mandolin and guitar
concert at the Murray-
Calloway Park at8 p.m.
Senior Citizens Luncheon at
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, sponsored by the
Ruth Warren Group, will
follow the morning services. A
singing will, follow the lun-
cheon.
Household shower (or__Opal
McCage Smith and Nelda
Smith, whose and home and
contents were destroyed by
fire, will be held at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ at 2 p.m.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake  
11)4.10
FOR SUNDAY, JUNE 24,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
The accent is on family and
domestic decisions. A sense of
duty prevails. New starts
towards the settlement of
obligations.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) ei
A mate or close ally may
startle you, iru;licating that it's
time to get your signals
straight. The accent is on
communication_
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20) n°9-
Unexpected expenses in-
dicate a need to concentrate
on finances. See what you can
afford re property im-
provements.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) 00
Your own behavior could
surprise you. Be less erratic
or unconventional. Present to




Turn them on only when
..11010
you have to. The
7_ lig ASS 7113PY:te 4;41,.„the




( July 23 to Aug. 22) J24:g
A quirk of a family member
may bother you. Use self-
analysis to find out why. Make
a resolution to to be more
responsible about tasks.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
A question of loyalties af-
fects friendships. It may be
time to get in touch with old
friends and to stop ex-
perimenting.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
A business risk may not
work out. Remind self of
priorities. Settle old
obligations before setting nUt
on new business enterprises.
SCORPIO m _Nee
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) -vraC
The accent is on distant
matters, though it's not the
time for a sudden trip. Plan
ventures carefully and get in.
touch with old friends.
SAGITTARIUS
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative-Corporation







(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)V
In a relationship, you have
each been going separate
ways. Now's the time to
retrench and to see what you
really mean to each other.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb.
No sense rebelling - against
hard work nor taking a
speculative risk. Work your
way to the top. Patience and
concentration needed.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) I'
Romance at a distance
subject to surprises. A re-
evaluation of your leisure time
schedule should include time
for old friends.
YOU BORN TODAY are
clever and can get by on your
wits. You work well with
groups, are a good spokesman
for a cause and are often in-
volved in public affairs. Oftn
you choose an artistic medium
through which to express your
social awareness. Writing.
acting, music, sculpture. and
public speaking are some of
rth,e fields in which youlti excel.
in 114.,ineliq,, yog.hitve.8
stahetimes altracTed trr--
• finance, your neat success
comes with the development
of your creative gifts. Ba'-
thdate of: John Ciardi, poet.
Norman Cousins, magazine
publisher; and Jack DernlY
sey, prizefighter.
Monday, June 25
Reservations fur ladies day
luncheon on Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club should
be made by today with Judy
Carroll.
Singles Unlimited will have
,a picnic at the pavilion by the
old courthouse in the City-
County Park at 6.30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Swim Team will resume
practice sessions at the City-
County Park Pool today.




Discussion Group is scheduled
to meet at the Calloway Public
Library at 7 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Calloway County Health
Center, North 7th and Olive
Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
9261.
Divorce ' Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, MSU, will
meet at 7 p.rn,at Ordway Hall,
Murray State. For in-
formation call 762-6851.
Exhibits by Vickie James,
Murray and Houston, Texas,
and by Beverly Ford, Benton,
will open at the Clara Eagle
Gaiter", Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, and
run through July 6.
Tuesday, June 26
Shrine Ladies Sewing Group
will meet at 10 a.m. -in the
home of Mrs. Philip Crihfield.
Organizational meeting of
Junior Bowlers, 21 years and
younger, for the summer
se n, will be held at Cor-
vette%ane,s..li unable to at-
tend, persons may call and
give their names.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
EMS Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Murray TOPS Club , will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World is
scheduled to meet with Bettye
Baker, 1707 Miller, at 7 p.m.
-Reservations for ladies day
luncheon at Oaks Country
Club on Wednesday should be
made by today with Marilyn




NOW SERVING AT MEMORIAL CHURCH — Roy Milton Gresham, Jr., is now serving
as minister of music and youth at the Memorial Baptist Church. He attended
Georgetown College and Southern Seminary, Louisville; and served on the same
position for eight years at Chevy Chase Baptist Church, Lexington, before coming to
Murray. His wife, Jackie, attended Georgetown College and was serving as church
secretary at the Second Presbyterian Church, Lexington. She worked with children in
Sunday School and was director of Children's worship at Chevy Chase. Pictured with
Mr. and Mrs. Gresham are their three sons, left to right, Jonathan, Steven, and Benji The
family resides in the parsonage next to the church. The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White is pastor
of the Memorial Church.
Rush Week At Murray State
Planned For Aug. 22 To 26
Rush Week at Murray State
University for young women
who will be enrolled in the fall
and would like to be con-
sidered for sorority mem-
bership is scheduled Aug. 22-
26 on the campus.
Most of the rushees who will
participate in the annual Rush
Week will be incoming fresh-
men. Some are transfer
students and undergraduates




governing body of the active
national social sororities at
Murray State, Rush Week will
culminate Sunday, Aug. 26,,
when rushees affiliate with
one of seven sororities as
pledges.
Debbie Pyles, Springfield
senior and rush chairmain for
the Panhellenic Council, said
formal Rush Week activities
are designed to acquaint
rushees with Greek and
sorority life on the campus.
Rushees visit with and are
entertained by members of
each sorority.
Open rush, which starts
Aug. 27 with the beginning of
the fall semester, is also a
possibility for coeds who
would like to be considered for
sorority membership.
The seven sororities in-
volved in Rush Week activities
are Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha
Gariimp/ Delta, Alpha
Omicrein Pi, Alpha Phi, Alpha
Sigma Alpha, Kappa Delta,
and Sigma Sigma Sigma.
Residence halls will open on
Aug. 22.
Miss Pyles said almost 100
rushees participated in Rush
Week in 1978 "but we would.
really like to have Many more
than that this year."
She noted that letters are
being sent to many
prospective rushees.
However, she emphasized that
anyone who has not received a
letter by July 13 and would
like information about how to
participate in Rush Week may
write to:




If you want your hair to
look thicker, try these tips:
Have it cut short, since hair
looks thicker in shorter styles;
shampoo daily-it won't hurt
your hair and will give it
added body; use a protein
shampoo or conditioner as it
coats the hair shaft and gives
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While you're out of town on vacation,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
up on you're front steps advertising the
fact that you're gone. You also needn't
miss all the hometown news. You're busi-
ness is important to us and we can change
our schedule to fit your vacation needs.
We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And, if you want us to stop
and restart it, we can do that too. We are a
service and we want your business.
Just tell your carrier or call 753-1916
T.P.e.fManey, Circulation Mgr.
Miihày Ledger -& Times
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HONOR GRADUATES Getting their diploma plaque from genial instructor RichardSchefter (right) are new Murray Coast to Coast store owners Mars and Nancy Le Corn-
pte. The Le Comptes recently purchased the Coast to Coast "total hardware" store inMurray, and as part of their training attended the company's week-long hardware.'
school in Minneapolis. The Le Comptes are from Eaton, Ohio. Their daughter and herhusband -1.."4lie and Sandy Scott - will be in the store with the Le Comptes.
Bill Kopperud and Geri Andersen have successfully
complejed the last of three real estate courses and are
now entitled to use the G.R.1. designation (Graduate
Realtor Institute). The G.R.I. designation is limited to per-
sons holding membership in the Kentucky Association of
Realtors or employed by a member of the Kentucky
Association of Realtors. The courses have been held in
Lexington and Louisville. The complete G.RJ. program
consists of 99 classroom hours. Bill Kopperud is broker-
owner of Kopperud Realty and Geri Andersen is a sales-
associate there. She was selected as Kopperud Realty's
sales associate of the year for two consecutive years 1977
and 1978. Kopperud Realty is located in the White House
Building, 711 Main.
K.,_,-..--....:A/iouvu.„.ily,d,.4
Eager Anticipation - Employees of the new K mart
Store receive last minute instructions, while awaiting
the opening of the new store. K mart, located at 700,
641 north, held it's grand opening Thursday and
opened with a ribbon cutting ceremony, attended by
company and city officials.
0
premium." It allows the
oustomer to have contribu-
:ions automatically paid when
due if he or she becomes
disabled. This assures the
Annuitant that the plan will
KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE
"Kentuckians United" Against Public Unions
There's strength in num-
bers.
Kentucky business leaders
may never have questioned
that, but they're putting the
theory to work even more
these days. Hardly a month
passes without _announcement
of a new association — ad hoc
or permanent — of business
organizations .and individuals
that unite to combat . or
promote a particular issue.
Recently formed groups of
interest to Kentuckians are
tackling two of the biggest




The new organization that
has coalesced against "the
growing poWer of public
Insurance
ins t
'Life Annuities'--The What,And Now
What's the hest way to
save money?
Although there are people
who might put their savings
underneath the mattress or
mostin a shoebox, peoplePrivate Pensions' take it to a financial in-. tte funded on schedule in
Future Explored stitution of ' one kind or spite of the disability.- - - - - •-aaother, receiving interest on  ft?tures AnQt. herIn New Booklet their account': Saiiiikk-eafi---be - • m- ---annuity et de:
As more people live past 65,
pensions and retirement. planning
are becoming increasingly im-
portant to the political and eco-
nomic vitality of the nation.
That's the assessi:yent of leading
experts from the fields of eCo-
nomics. labor, business, social sci-
ence and government who con-
tributed to a new American Council
of Life Insurance seminar on pri-
vate pensions.
Their report, "Private Pensions:
fheir Economic. Political and So-
cial Realities and Expectations,"
focuses on economic, social, po-
litical and biomedical influences
that could affect the course of pri-
vate pensions in America.' The re-
port, deals with a special conference
on pensions sponsored by the
Council
Among the conclusions reached
by the Conference participants:
-- After age 40, retirement in-
come becomes the most significant
economic factor for individuals.
-- American attitudes reflect "a
desperate desire for security.-
-- New types of pension pro-
grams must be deVi-sed to meet the
changing, expanding needs of an
aging population.
-- Better ways are needed to-dis-
tribute education, work, leisure and
retirement interests over our entire
lifetime.
-- Older Americans reject the
-stereotype of old age as a fragile..
unproductive time, and for the mast
pan they have many of the prob-
lems, interests and activities of
other age-groups.
-Single -copies of the pension re-
port are available free by writirtgio
the American Council qf Life In-
surance, Box P, 1850 K Street
N W Washington_ D. C 20006
Local Agent
Honored Recently
PADUCAH, Ky. -- An
associate sates manager and
three agents of the Paducah
District of Life and Casualty
Insurance Company of Ten-
nessee attended the Regional
Leaders' - Conference in
Panama City, Florida.
- Associate gaIes-Manager
M. Turnage, Water Valley:
and Agents Ralph Blevins,
Paducah; Joe Adams, Hazel;
and Gene Miller, Hazel; were














Marx & Nancy Le Compte
used for putting children
through college, retirement or
a major purchlise somewhere
down the line.
There are advantages and
disadvantages to any type
of savings plan. One vehicle
to provide funds, a "life
annuity," has many of the
advantages of conventional
savings plans without many
of the disadvantages.
According to an Allstate In-
surance Company spokesman,
an annuity provides certain tax
advantages, such as (Merest in-
come not being taxable until
received. Then, this income is
usually taxed at a lower rate
due to a lower tax bracket.
Contributions can be be made
all at once or over a period of
time, whichever suits the
needs of the customer. Annu-
ities also offer a guaranteed
payout -according to a pre-
determined schedule agreed
upon. tketWeen the customer
and the insurance company.-- .
Some disadvantages to tra-
ditional savings plans are
that deposits are made from
after-tax income. Interest in:
come is taxable each year,
and the interest rate can be
less than the annual rate of
inflation. Not only that, but
if savings are planned to
provide for retirement in'.
come, there is a possibility
of "outliving" a saving,
account.
Perhaps the most _uniqut•
feature of the annuity is tha•
the "annuitant," or their
dividual who is covered by
the plan, may purchase J




Ray H. Karraker, Bank of
Murray, was among more
than 260 bank employees from
across the state attended the
annual Kentucky of Banking,







who have three to five years of
banking expe- Hence and who -
want to learn more about such
topics as commercial credit,
banking law, banking
automation, management of





You may qualify for
Allstate's Good D/iN,er
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts, tou
Call me and compare
Allstate
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vt— A se lement to the be-`‘‘.<•-
neficiarY Of the plan in the
event Of the death of the an-
nuitant. The annuity may
serve the customer in life
or death.
— Annuities cart create
guaranteed retirement benefits
which cannot be outlived'.
- There are a wide variety
of payout options at
retirement.
— Upon death, the full
current value of the policy
may be paid directly to the
beneficiary, avoiding the
costs and delays of probate.
Many people who have
received life insurance pro-
ceeds, insurance settlements
or other large sums of money,
find that annuities give them
years of guaranteed protection
at • set dollar amounts no
matter how long they live.-
Because annuities give pro-
tection and a definite amount
of return, many people feel
that annuities are more desir-
able than attempting to invest
in the stock market or trying
to‘Tind other suitable invest•
ments for retirement or other
needs in the future.
Annuities are available from
a variety of insurance
companies. According 'to
Allstate. persons interested in
an annuity should shop around
and compare plans in order




employee unions" has the
official title of Kentuckians
Against Control of Govern-





The group was incorporated
in May as a non-profit
educational group to
disseminate information
about the effects of public
employee unions. A com-
panion organization, char-
tered in April, will be the
group's ,political action arm,
to work legislatively against
public employee unionization
in the Commonwealth.
Organiz,ers of the coalition
.have been described as "in-
dividuals and staff executives
of several statewide trade and
professional associations who
are cobcerned about the
growing power • of public
employee unions:"
While they-re acting as
individuals, they represent a
number of -groups that are-in r`gliktaltd---
the process of becoming
organizational members of
Kentuckians United, such as
the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, the Kentucky
School Boards Association,
the Kentucky Association of
Counties, the Kentucky Retail
Federation and the Kentucky
Association of School
Administrators.
One of the early
organizations to join was the
Chamber of Commerce in
Lexington, where a local
The Class
of '98
• sor• to ...tirade ttoY you.,
moo bee ono Ow Room had
tho Ioemorn to sten •••••,....
••• 6044 S. .1.•••••••
,•••• ...et. • Go... V.b
PI. n ,t0.41 by Mt P1M
14.11101111.111 01.41111.•





75,1-0489 SIN WI. 'ill
group — the Committee of 200
— has been working for the
same goals. That committee's
success in opposing collective
bargaining by Fayette County
teachers provided the impetus









retired after 38 years with
the United States Soil Con-
servation Service. He is a
graduate ,of the University of
Kentucky and he received a
Master's degree at ,Murray
State University.
He is a member of the Hrst
United Methodist Church
and the Murray IGwanis
Club. He invites his friends
to call him for their real
estate needs.
The issue of public em-
ployee unions is expected to be
a major one in the guber-
natorial elections this fall.
Candidates of the two major
political parties have been
identified as being on opposite
sides of the issue.
Kentucky organizations also
are among the approximately
125 groups that belong to an
unnamed body formed this
spring to oppose federal
legislation related to workers'
compensation insurance
programs. A bill introduced in
Congress would authorize the
federal government to set
standards for state workers'
compensation programs,
review compensation benefits
that "are contested and conduct




organization have been lob-
bying Congress to defeat the
bill "or any other similar bills
designed to control, sup-






Kentucky affiliates, Such as
the Associated General
Contractors, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, the
Independent Insurance
Agents and the American
Trucking Associations —
along with state-based groups





for a family is like plan-
ning a vacation trip. A
budget is the "road
map" that keeps the
family on the right road
and provides a warning
if there's any deviation
from the plan.
let us be your financial "partner." Give us a
chance to advise you before you make important
decisions.
LISTEN
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MURRAY BRANCH
IS PAYING..
6-month or 26-week Money Market Certificates*
$10,000 min. dep.
Rate effective: Thursday, June 21 through Wednesday, June 27
Federal mulleins prohibit tits sompoinsdiag of into's* daily on this 'coma .
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Irriside Report _ is, and Hot N.nak
Moynihan For VP?
WASHINGTON - After three
separate newsmen had called his office
about a rumor that President Carter
had hinted about a place on the national
ticket for him in 1980, Sen. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan of New York felt he
had no other recourse than to telephone
Vice President Walter F. Mondale.
In his witty style, Moynihan told the
vice president he had some good news
and some bad news. The good news was
that funds for a federal office building
in Queens, a project jointly cooperated
in by Moynihan and Mondale, had been
released. The bad news was that
somebody was spreading untrue
rumors about Moynihan supplanting
Mondale for vice president.
Mondare replied in kind, saying that
wasn't bad news at all and that he
would be delighted by the change. He
was only kidding, of course. In fact,
Mondale's staff was not at all amused
by the latest variant of the dump-Frita
rumor, simmering for well over a year.
Moreover, many .. well-placed
Democratic politicians are so worried
about Republican capture of Catholic
Vain next gearthat they want Mon-
dale replaced by a Catholic. Since Sen
Edward M. Kennedy is preaatna
unavailable, the names most o n
mentioned are New York's Gov. ugh
Echoes From
Carey and Pat Moynihan.
The story that spread through
Washington last week had Carter coyly
feeling out Moynihan's availability for
vice president during a May 15 Whit*
House luncheon. also attended by Mrs.
Carter and Mrs. Moynihan. That lun-
cheon had been set up by top
presidential aide Hamilton Jordan, to
srnooth battered relations betw it the
president and the senator.
Mbynihan flatly denies • the vice
presidency was even meptioned over
lunch. According to th senator, the
first half-hour was nt discussing
Mraa,Moarahan's proØective new book.
Moynihan then gin rly suggested they
might talk politi , but there was no
talk whatever • the vice presidential
nomination.
Pinch Of Salt
When t governors two months ago
asked esident Carter to beef up
Arneri n trade abroad and explain
what/they could do to help, Carter
Prafbised to send his top officials to a
st4ies of regional conferences to ex-
lain problems of world trade. Nobody
expected, however, this would be
served with SALT.
Without invitation, Carter threw in an
added starter: retired Lt."Gen. GeOrge
M. Seignious II, director of the
e Past it Jud%
(Annul of historical and genealogical
anecdotes: stories and .familvriotes.)
Kentucky
Treasuir 2e Trails
This is vacation time all over the
country, and with the gas shortage
being what it is, many Kentuckians will
be doing their vacationing nearer to
borne this year. We who live in Ken-
tucky are fortunate in that so many






at is not the sort of thing we would
expect a hard-nosed social scientist to
say, but Max yeber 11864-1920), the
German father of modern sociology, is
indeed the author of the following op-
timistic thought:
Certainly all historical experience
cordirms the truth that man would
not have attained the possible
unless time and again he had
reached out for the impossible.
Toda)
N Today is Saturday. June 23, tie 174th
• of 1979. There are 191 days left in
the ekr.
Today highlight in history:
On this d,ate in 1967, President
Lyndon Johnsn and Soviet Premier
Alexei Kosygin held a summit meeting
on a college campus i lassboro, New
Jersey.
On this date:
In _1683, WWiam Penn si ed a
pfrieniship treaty with Indians in
Pennsylvania region. The agreemen
was kept faithfully on both sides for
more than 60 years.
In 1713, Charleston, South Carolina
was incorporated. --
In 1722, England's Queen Anne or-
dered the French people in Nova Scotia
to take an oath of allegiance to her
government within one year or leave.
In 1836, a $28 million surplus in the
U.S. Treasury was divided among 26
„ states.
In 1938, Congress created the Civil
Aeronautics Authority to regulate air
traffic.
In 1975, the United States and Russia
announced an agreement to increase
air passeoger service between the two
countries.
Ten years ago: The military
government of Peru ordered the ex-
pulsion of U. S. military aides following
a U.S. decision to suspend military aid
in retaliation for the seizure' of an
American-owned oil company and
American fishing boats.
Five years ago: Israel withdrew from
the last remaining section of land
captured from Syria during the October
war . •
Onexar ago:. Twenty-rime Italian
-
tetrorists were Iseiteiicg in"tip --
"yielits in priaan-after n,seagwerk
• Today's birthdays: Former
Secretary of State William Rogers is 66.
Film and stage director and
choreographer Bob Fosse is 50.
Thought for today: I tell you the past
is a bucket of ashes -- poet Carl Sand-
ayrg, 1878-1967•
Homemakers Association has spon-
sored a book, which was compiled
through many years of research, en-
titled Kentucky Treasure Trails. This
excellent book is a historical and
cultural garde to Kentucky, organized
in a county by county format, listing all
the places of interest in each of its 120
counties.
One feature of this county-by-county
review which caught my interest was
its list of old, historic houses and
buildings. In the Jackson Purchase
area alone, 26 such old buildings of
historical interest were listed. To whet
the reader's appetite for a little local
traveling, I am going to select some of
the more interesting ones and list them
here.
In Ballard County is the old Barlow
Home, in Barlow. It waS built in 1903
and was once the Barlow Hotel. The
Hinkle lane home, one mile west of
Kevil on U.S. 60, was built about 1840. It
has a ballroom on the second floor and
features two stairways to the bedroom
areas, one designated for the girls of
the family and one for the boys. The
Lovelace home, in Lovelaceville, is also
in Ballard County. located on US. 62. It
was built in 1860 from bricks made on
the site by slaves. During the Civil War,
confederate soldiers were fed by Mrs.
Lovelace as they passed through. This
home is accessible to the public.
• • •
The old Sullivantome, five miles east
of Wickliffe, is just off KY-286. It was
built about 1840 by slave labor.
Seclusive', the old Peter Hamlin
home, was the house selected as most
interesting in Calloway County. It was
built about 1845 of bricks made on the
grounds by slaves pd features
woodwork brought from Virginia.
In Fulton County is the old Sowell
home, near Hickman on K"?-94. It was
biAlt about 1890. Also near Fulton is the
'Wright house, which was built in 1955.
but of materials from the old home of
. Gideon Paschall, which had been
bin n 1865.
Gray County features the home of
former Vi President Alben Barkley,.
who was born ere in 1.77. It is located
Southwest of Lotout four miles
off KY-849.
There were no private homes listed
for Hickman County, Ina it was
recommended to see Marvin College in
Clinton. This Methodist school,Nbuilt
about 1885, was the alma mater
Alben Barkley, where he worked his
way through school as a janitor. As this
book says, this gave rise to the wit-
ticism, "Barkley swept. here."
Oak Hill, the old Luther Draffen
home at Calvert City, was built in 1860
by Mr. Calvert for whom Calvert City is
named. This was the first- building in
,Calvert City.
Paducah, in McCracken County,
listed several old churches and the old
market place downtown as buildings of
interest. Also listed is the old Tilghman
home, built before 1852. and the home of
General Lloyd Tilghman.
These old homes and buildings were
only a small part of the points of in-
to:m*1V ..1-aaataisaiticazatave ray ea
There is also a listing of kcal
elebrationssuchaiBana Pekival in
Fulton, and various civil war and other
historic sites.
The local county extension office in
Murray has these books for sale, priced
at $5.50, so if you like history, stop by
and pick up a copy before you go on
vacation this summer.
Disarmament Agency and chief
salesman of the new strategic arms
limitation treaty (SALT II).
The first regional "trade" conference
set up by the White House - in Seattle
June 6 - was Seignious' show. He had
more than one hour on stage, selling
SALT to several hundred businessmen
from the states of Washington, Oregon
and Idaho.
Splitting the balance of the time were
more senior Carter officials, some of
whom got far less time than Seignious.
From the cabinet were Juanita Kreps
(Commerce), Robert Bergland
(Agriculture) and Ray Marshall
(Labor). Deputy Secretary of State
Warren Christopher, Export-Import
Bank Chairman John Moore and
Several Other top officials also were on
hand.
Seignious, singing the praises of
SALT II, had the prize speaking hour at
lunch, discussing a question with only
dim wonnections to world trade.
. 'Leaning On Stennis
President Carter's ace-in-the-hole
SALT supporter in the forthcoming
Senate battle may turn out to be a long-
time leader of the traditional pro-
defense bloc: Sen. John Stennis of
Mississippi, chaierfiall -of the" Senate"
Armed Services Committee.
Stennis confides to intimates that a
Senate rejection of the treaty could be
interpreted around the world as a
signal that the U.S. government is
unable to function. Whether Stennis
himself is convinced of this or is simply
reflecting fears relayed to him by the
president, is a matter of Senate con-
jecture.
But a decision by Stennis to vote for
SALT II could influence the decision of
a rising Senate star: Sen. Sam Nunn of
Georgia, a protege of Stennis and one of
his greatest Senate admirers.
Stennis was responsible for Nunn's
appointment to the Armed Services
Committee. Although Nunn has cast
many Notes contrary to those tit
Stennis, some friends of both feel that
on so vital an issue as SAI.T II, Stennis'
position could sway Nunn.
Teddy In Florida
The pervasive spread of the draft-
Kennedy movement has reached the
point that the top political operative of a
key Carter backer in Florida is in the
--forefront of that state'a_draft-Kennedy
movement.
Besides being a member of the
Democratic National Committee in his
own right, Sergio Bendixen is district
manager for Rep. William Lehman.
The congressman has promised to
narM only supporters of President
Carter to the Florida state convention
in November, which Kennedy backers
hope will pump up a nationwide Ken-
nedy draft.
Bendixen is playing a key role in that
movement. He has helped open draft-
Kennedy offices not only in Lehman's
North Miami district but also in
Jacksonville and Tampa.
, Bible Thought
"And Jesus taught, saying unto
them, Is it n91 written, My house
shall be called of all nations the
house of prayer? but ye have made it
a den of thieves." Mark 11:17
Is your church known for its pra.,
meetings or for the success of
bazaars and rummage sales?
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Capitol Ideas By DONALD M. ROMBERG
Asaaclates1Press Writer




.--- Back in the
good old days, before we ran out of ias,
a favorite joke when Americans saw
someone with a disabled automobile
was, "Get a horse."
Maybe that's not such a bad idea.
Based on some debate in the Senate
last week, a return to the cavalry could
go a long way toward solving the gas
crunch as well as balancing the federal
budget.
The Senate was debating whether to
approve purchase of a $1.8 billion
aircraft 'carrier, when attention turned
suddenly to cavalry horses, which sell
for between $500 and $1,000, with no cost
overruns.
Sen. Dale Bumpers, D-Ark., was
arguing that the aircraft carrier was a
bad idea. It takes a lot of fuel to run an
aircraft carrier.
"Where will that oil come from 20 to
V. I
Looking Back
30 years from now?" asked Bumpers.
He said the aircraft carrier would
last 30 years and over that period would
cost the government about $42 billion.
His figure included not only the price of
oil, but the cost of the airplanes, the
crew, the spare parts, etc.
Sen. _John Tower, a Texan and a
Republican, who supports aircraft
carriers, turned to Bumpers and said,
"Maybe, the gentleman from Arkansas
would prefer that we substitute hor-
ses."
Of course, Tower wasn't serious. But
he offered some figures that sure make
horses sound a lot more attractive than
aircraft carriers.
"A good cavalry horse probably can
be purchased for $500," said the Texas
senator. "And if you turn him out to
pasture and buy the feed for him, that
would cost about an additional $400 a
year. . _ 
But Sen. John Melcher, D-Mont., also
conies from horse country. -
Melcher said he wouldn't argue with
Tower about carriers.
"But I challenge his expertise on the
price of cavalry horses," said the
Montana senator. "When the cavalry
was buying horses back in the 1930s and
1940s, the remount .zfficers when they
accepted an Army horse even in those
days paid $100 or $125 and with in-
flation, I think the price should be at
least $1,000 now.
"I think the senator has correctly
estimated the cost of feeding a horse at
about $400, but he has not included the
cost of waste disposal. ... I think the
senator should properly readjust his
estimate another $600 or $700 just to
handle the waste disposal of that
stabled horse for an entire year."
10 Years Ago
The 1922 Essex, displayed by Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Brandon of Murray, won
first place at the Mid America Antique
Car Show June 19-22 at the Antique Car
Museum, Pettit Jean Mountain,
Morrilton, Ark.
Deaths reported include Don
Pinkham Dillon, 78.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dee Todd of
Almo Route 1 were honored at their
20 1 ears Ago 
home on June 15 in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary.
Miss Esther Usrey, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Usrey, was married to
Ronnie Ford, son of Mrs. Mildred Ford
and Grover Ford, on June 7 at the Oak
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Mirth.
Dr. Clell Peterson will lead the
• The Murray Chamber of Commerce
is to undertake a long range planning
survey, according to a suggestion made
by W. R. Perry, president of the
Murray group.
Deaths reported include Walter F.
Miller, 56.
• The Murray Civitan Club will sponsor
Girl Scout Senior Troop 15 during the
coming year. Scout troop members are
30 Years Ago
Nancy Ryan, Suzy Outland, Eva
Overcast, Evelyn Williams, Margaret
Crider, Mary Lou Bryant, Andrea
Sykes, and Tina Sprunger with Mrs.
Everett Outland as leader.
New officers of the Murray Lions
Club are Joe Pat James, Robert
Hendcan, C. C. Lowry, Bethel Richard-
son, James Rogers, Rob Ray, George
Lilly, and James Blalock.
Candidates for the August Sixth
primary election will meet June 24 to
draw for positions on the ballot, ac-
cording to Lester Nanny, Calloway
County Court Clerk.
The net operating income of the
Murray Hospital was $3,653.01, ac-
cording to the financial report released
40 Years Ago
J. D. Hamilton, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
D. Hamilton of Murray, and a June
__graduate of _the Murray Training
School, was the runnerup for the
championship of the Kentucky High
School Tennis Tournament at
Lexington.
Marriages announced this week
include Louise Paschall to J. I. Patton
oh June 10.
Fred Milton Wells. Gene Graham.
Charles Clark, Castle Parker, Richard
Boggess, and Lexie Boggess, members
of Boy Scout Troop 45, and their
Scoutmaster, Ralph Wear, are Spen-
ding a week at Camp Pakentuck,
Ozark, Ill.
50 Years Ago
Dr. R. M. Mason will open his newly
equipped and modern offices in the
National Hotel Building, Main Street,
on July 1.
IMAke, , )k,eaths reported this w
eek iatludei
J. J. Moore, 80, A. F. Clark, 64,
‘-.• Mrs.NlIk A. Watkins, Bun Wilson, 33,
Mrs. Martha Cope Hunt, and Miss Mary
1#6o-lqk IA&
.44411T.R4pSe.V.: ,
Prof. J. StanMr Pulleri,liistrikof
• the Agriculture it*partrnent, Murray ..
State Teachers College, received his
Master of Arts degree in a inistration
of education Irian Peatiod College,
Nashville, Tenn., on June 7.
C. A. Hale, tax commissioner if
Calloway County, is in Frankfort thiL,
week attending the annual meeting dr N
today. After a $6,500 mortgage payment
was made, the operating revenue
showed a loss of $2,846.99.
Dr. Ella R. Weihing, dean of women
at Murray State Teachers College, was
elected regional vice president of the
Southeast Central District of the
American Association of University
Women at the national convention held
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Workman on
June 12, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cain
on June 18, and a boy to Mr.and Mrs.
Raymond Thorn on June 15.
A special feature story on H. Boyce
Taylor, written by Edward Freeman, is
published this week.
Lochie Fay Hart and Jane Hale were
winners for best performances at the
joint recital presented by students of
Charlotte Whitnell and Lillian Watters
on May 24 at the Murray High School
auditorium.
Edd Kellow of Hardin has been
named as editor-in-chief of The College
News, official student publication at
Commissioners of the state.
A white owl, which is quite a rarity,
was found last week on the farm of
Prince Hughes near Backusburg. The
white owl was captured and attracted
quite a bit of attention in the neigh-
borhood.
Ftkrths reported this week include a
„girt taMr,and Mrs.-Lapkr 41endon
June' 16, arid' d boy' tilkilK"
Albert Lassiter on.June 12.
Miss Donnye Clopton, head of the
Murray Training School English
'Department, was installed as president
of the Business and Professional
Women's Club at the meeting held at
the club room. Miss Mary Williams is
discussion on Shakespeare's Hamlet at
the meeting of the Adult Great Books
Discussion Group at the Calloway
County Public Library. - -
The Murray Baseball Association will
hold its drive to raise funds for the
operation of the baseball leagues on
June 25, according to Jesse Spencer,
president of the association.
Miss Ola Mae James, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Barnes W. Burkeen, was
married to Richard W. James, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Wood James, on
June 11 at Metropolis,
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mr.
James Gilbert, a girl to air. and Mrs.
Thomas H. Gibson, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. 'Jerry Falwell.
at Seattle, Wash.
The 14th annual reunion of the story
family was held June 19 at the Murray
City Park.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "A
Woman's Secret" starring Maureen
O'Hara, Melvyn Douglas, and Bill
Williams.
Murray State Teachers College, for the
summer term, according to Prof. L. J.
Hortin, publications director.
Fire destroyed the dwelling Muse
and furniture of Sid Boggess in the
college addition near 13th Street on
Main on June 20. the loss was estimated
at nearly $4,000.
Deaths reported this week include
Sam Bourland, 79, Mrs. Mary Jane
Stubblefield, 95, Norman Blalock, 40,
Loy Elkins, 40, and Hutson H. Stevens.
Carnie Hendon of Murray was elected
president of the Kentucky Federation of
Postoffice Clerks at the closing session
on June 17 of the 14th annual state
convention at Lexington.
-a_
the retiring pregident Mrs. B. F. Berry
is the new vice president.
Attending the District Woodmen
Circle meeting held at Fulghman High
School in Hickman County from
Murray Grove 126 were Hal Houston, .
Tom Cathey, Gracie Nell Jones, Mary
Martha Overbey, Winnifred Keys, Lucy •
;i• ..Martka_. Ca4,
sta,40,,.
Butterworth, Mrs. E. B. Hous?on, Mrs.
Tom Cathey, Mrs. Rowkand Wells, Mrs. .-
Marybelle Scobey, Mrs. Loman Gar-
ner,.and Mrs. H. B. Bailey.
Crawford-Hale Co. has shoes for
ladies from 10_ cent& to $1.95 and shoes
for men from 49 cents to $2.95 listed in
their ad this week.
PAC
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Racer basketball Coach Ron Greene makes a point to Murrayans Dan Key (with ball) and
Brad Miller during the week-long MSU boys basketball camp. 186 participated in the camp,
which ended yesterday.
Sports
MSU assistant coach Ron Zook (far right) offers advice to Tom Schwettrnann, one of 11Murray area players in the MSU football camp this week. Others shown are ( front row fromleft) Chris Fazi, Tim Greer. David Cunningham, Keith Allbritten, Robert Duncan and JohnFarris; (back row from left) Brad Bryan, Steve McDougal, Tim Brown and Ron Wilson.Also shown is offensive coordinator John Behling.
A Camping They Will Go
Former Murray State tennis player Jeff Leeper of Paducah offers instruction to (from left )
Elizabeth Oakley, Jason Hunt, Chip Farmer, Scott Lance and Ellen Hogancamp, all of
Murray. The MSU Tennis Camp is under the direction of Racer Coach Bennie Purcell.
MSU Photos
MSU women's basketball Coach Jean Smith explains a fundamental to Angie Futrell ( with
ball), Penny Overbey left and Mary Wagoner during the MSU women's basketball camp
last week. The three are from Murray. Approximately 130 attended the camp.
Miirray Ledger & Times
A Victory For Catfish... But It Wasn't An Easy One
By the Associated Press
Catfish Hunter waited a long
tine forihis first victory this
season and the last‘three in-
nings against the Cleveland
Indians Friday night must
have made it seem even
longer.
Hunter saw six innings with
a 3-0 lead but when he walked
the leadoff batter in the
seventh and issued two
straight balls to the next,
Manager Billy Martin took
him out. Five relievers
followed before the Yankees
hailed down a 3-2 decision over
the Indians. • -
"Rich Gossage's absence
made me do a lot of thinking
before we got that final out,"
said Martin. Gossage is out
with an injured thumb.
Ken Clay finally quelled the
Indian uprising after they
AMERICAN LEAGUE
In other American League
games, Kansas City outscored
California 9-5; Milwaukee
routed Seattle 15-8; Boston
stopped Toronto 12-1:
Baltimore trimmed Detroit 6-
5; Minnesota beat Chicago 5-3
scored two runs, throwing a_._and Oakland took a 6-5








You get french fries, cole slaw,
hush puppies and






* Monday & Tuesday
Murray
Royals 9, Angels 5
Frank White drove in four
runs with a home run, double
and single and Rich Gale won
his first game sinee—May 30,
leading Kansas 'City 'Over
California. Gale was chased in
the eighth by Brian Downing's
three-run homer and needed
late relief help from Marty
Pattin.
Brewers 15, Mariners 8
Gorman Thomas, Charlie
Moore and Robin Yount
smashed home runs to lead
Milwaukee over Seattle. Jun
Slaton, ,7-3, gave up fiyq oL
Seattle's runs but -managed
his fourth consecutive victory
with relief help from Bob
McClure_ _Glenn Abbott. _3-8.
took the loss for Seattle.
Red Sox 12. Blue Jays 1
Jim Rice hit two homers and
Bob Watson and Fred Lynn
one each to power Boston over
Toronto. Rice, the American
• League's home run champion
and Most Valuable Player last
year, belted his 16th homer off
reliever Dyar Miller in the
third and lined one off Mark
Lemongello in the sixth.
Watson lined a homer in the^
second, triggering the Red Sox
3-0 lead against Toronto
Jefferson and Lynn unloaded
his 18th homer against starter
Jesse Jefferson.
Orioles 6, Tigers 5
Baltimore scored three runs
in the ninth on a solo homer by
Ken Singleton and a two-run
beat Detroit. . girls. Chris Dill posted a 30 • b12:::hebastMii 
ea nightt .cst 
action





came off Dave Tobik, who three holes.
the 7-Ye-ar-hldi and' under Singleton's I 5th' harrier, lead, that group which- homered, and Scott Adams,
-relieved Kip Young after he 
threw two balls to leadoff
hitter Kiki Garcia. Eddie
Murray singled and after
Gary Roenicke was retired for
the second out, Decinces lined
his sixth homer over the left-
Twins 5, White Sox 3
Ron Jackson slammed a
three-run homer and singled
in another run as Minnesota_
cut a five-game losing streak
by beating Chicago.
Jackson singled and scored
in the second inning off loser
Ken Kravec, 8-5, and hit his
11th homer in the third after
Bobby Randall and Roy
Smalley walked:Winner Geoff
Zahn, 6-1, was lifted in the
ninth in favor of Mike Mar-
shall, who - gained his 16th
Memphis State Assessed
With Two-Year Probation





football and basketball undor
a two-year probation.
The penalty would prevent
the Tiger football and
basketball- teams from ap-
pearing in postseason events
and in televised games under
NCAA sponsorship, but will
not prevent the basketball
team from competing in the
Metro Conference cham-
pionship tournament. -
The NCAA suspended the
second year of the probation
because the university moved
to halt violations of recruiting
regulations even before the
NCAA began its invstigation
almost three years ago.
The Joneses Dominate
MCC Jr. Golf Program
Connie Spann tied among girls
with 64s. Billington and
Holcomb won the 10- and 11-
year-olds' play with a 52 and
77, respectiVely.
Eric Grogan shok‘a 41 to win
the 8- and 9-year olds,- and
Spann won the girls' with a 55.
. In 7-and-under play, Bill
„Fandrick won %%Oh a 29 over
three holes,„while Baker again
won the girli'with a 34.
The -youngsters play on
Thursday mornings.at 9 a.m.,
and the program is again





With the junior golf
program underway at the
Murray Country Club, the
youngsters participating are
finding it hard to keep up with
the Joneses.
On opening day, June 14,
Trent Jones posted. a 38 and
sister, Velvet, fired a 47 to
take the medalist honors in the
14-year-old and over com-
petition.
' Mark Waldrop was low the
same day in the 12- and 13-
year-old group with a 47, while
Jason Billitigton, with a 48-,
and Lee Holcomb, with a 74-
were the leaders among the
10- and 11-year-old players.
Among the 8- and 9-year-
olds, who played six holes,
-Brian Carroll was the lowest .
among the boys and' Cindy
Spann's 55 was hest among the
Tbursday, Jones *on again
with a 48, while-Tommy Fike's
40 was the low among the 14-
and-over competition.
Jon .0verbey was low a Ong
12- and 13-year-old bo.• with a






ryan Hill with three hits
ch.
Todd ' Sargent and Don
Easley rapped four hits each
for the Cards, and Tim
Arrivtrong chipped in with
three safeties.
Twins' save
A's 6, Rangers 5
Light-hitting Larry Murray
drove in three runs with an
inside-the-park home run and
a double and reliever Dave
Heaverlo shut the door in the







NEW YORK — Mike "Hercules" Weaver probably is not a
name that will be remembered for long. Except, perhaps, by
Larry Holmes.
They called Hercules a tuneup. They called him a bum.
They said he wasn't worthy to fight for lAte world
heavyweight championship. Network television shunned the
fight because it wouldn't sell.
But Friday night in Madison Square Garden, 26-year-old
Mike Weaver, who fought his first professional fight in 1972
for $85, proved there might really be a "Rocky Balboa."
Holmes still has his World Boxing Council championship
belt, but only by the grace of a tremendous right uppercut
that seemed to come from nowhere. Some of the ringsiders
didn't even see it.
"Yeah, it hurt, but I wasn't finished," Weaver said of
Holmes' punch in the llth round that layed him out flat.
Both men were dog tired. They had absorbed a giant's
share of punishnient -With time running out in the 11th round
and Weaver knowing he was behind, the challenger backed
Holmes into his own corner with a hook and two right hands.
Suddenly, Holmes turned loose a right uppercut that took
he legs out from 'under Weaver. The challenger took the
eight count and twoirida later, the bell sawect
In the 12th, Holmes went immediately to the attack,
backing Weaver to the ropes with vicious combinations to the
head, and the challenger was defenseless. Referee Harold
VaLan stepped in and stopped the fight with 44 seconds gone
in the round. Weaver's corner protested vigorously.
"1 just got killed at the end by that right hand," said
Weaver, who had many of the 14,136 fans at the Garden
__conjuring up. visions of Rocky in his rags-to-riches movie
fight against world champion Apollo Creed. ,
Did the referee saf anything to Weaver *hen he stopped
the fight?
"He didn't say nothing," Weaver said. "He just stopped it.
I said I was all right. He said, 'No, you're not.' They just
didn't want me to win the fight. Everybody was against me."
Well, not everybody.
In the fourth and fifth rounds, the crowd began to chant
-Weaver, Weaver," as the challenger being to attack.
Holmes went down midway through the fourth round from
what Weaver said was a right hand, but the recalled it a
slip.
In the sixth round, one of Holmes' worst, the champion
looked tired. Again it was Weaver on the attack. However, in
the seventh, eighth and ninth rounds, Holmes regained the
initiative,- throwing a heavy jab and combinations to the
head. Weaver got in an occasional body punch, but when
Holmes was dancing and jabbing, Weaver was helpless.
Then, in the 10th, -Weaver's left jab found its mark. He hit
Holmes with a walloping right hand that hurt the champ with
- ',less than 10 seconds left, and the crowd resumed it's chant:
"Weaver, Weaver."
The-Ilth round was furious. and Weaver perhaps had the
best of it until that right uppercut ended his made-for-
Hollywood fight script.
"This man might not have much credit or recognition,"
Holmes said. "but you'll have to give it to him now. Mr.
• Weaver surprised you like !did two years ago."
Holmes said Weaver hit him in the ear in the first round,
and his ear was still ringing after the fight. He also accused
Weaver of twice poking him in the eye with his thumb.
See HOLMES, pagel:NN
HOUSEBOATS
Your very own mobile cottage on the lake. . . Why dreamand wish. . . Do It! Make that move to a new or used houseboat from Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.




See. . . naturally.. . The Houseboat People
Panorama Shores on Kentucky take











































































































Losers In First Contest,
Hope For 2-Game Split
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE — The coach
of Kentucky's high school all-
stars expects a tighter game
in tonight's rematch between
his squad and the Indiana
club.
Kentucky posted a 78-59 win
over Indiana last week at
Indianapolis, and if the
Hoosiers rally for a win
tonight -at Freedom Hall, it
would be the first split series
since 1973.
-I'm sure it will be a much
closer game," said. Paul
Patterson, the Kentucky
coach who will take over as
head coach at Taylor
University in Upland, Ind.,
after today.
"They've got talent. Look at
where all their kids are going
to school. Except for Dennis
Goins, who could go major
college in football„all of them
are going to major colleges.
We're the one with the guy
going to Bellarmine
Ballard's John Parrott)."
For the record, Kentucky
will send two players to the
University of Kentucky, two to
Southern Illinois and one each
to Murray, Maryland, Texas
Christian, Manatee Junior
College, Iowa State, Fork
Union Military and Bellar-
, mine.
Two Indiana players will go
to Indiana University. Two '
more will attend Butler. And
Kentucky,--Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Richmond and
Nebraska will get one player
each.
One — Cam Cameron — will
play football at Indiana, and
another — Goins — will play
football when he picks a
school.
Patterson mayiksound like a
coach who fears his team will
„aavor its 19-point win for 40
minutes too many, but let-
downs are part of the series.
I.n 1964, for example,
Seneca's Wes Unseld had 19
points and 26 rebounds as
Kentucky won the opener by
nine. A week later Unseld had
only 14 points and 11 rebounds
and Kentucky lot 68-54.
Similar' situations occurred in
other years as well.
Patterson has no doubts that
Indiana is capable of a
reversal. "What do they have
tp lose now?" he said. "They
play this game for the pride of
the state anyway. Coach Bill
Harrell has probably found
out now who can play.
"Last week he had to let
everybody play some just to
make sure they didn't go home
after the frst,week. He doesn't
have to worry about that now.
He can stick with five players
if he wants to, and I know
they've- got at least five good
ones."
The boys' game tipoff is set
for 8 p.m. EDT preceded by
the girls' game at 6 p.m.
Ozark Gets Confidence
Vote, But Phillies Lose
By the Associated Press
Philadelphia Manager
Danny Ozark received a vote
of confidence Friday night,
but the Montreal Expos
continued to make the rest of
the Phillies feel rather in-
secure.
After winning the National
League East three times in a
row, the Phillies have dropped
22 of _their last 33 games to
languish in fourth place, Pot
games off the pace. The Expos
have beaten the Phils 7-for-7
this season, including Friday
night's 6-5 squeaker.
"I've heard the rumors
before about my firing but I'm
not worried about my job,"
said Ozark, who was given a
vote of confidence by Paul
Owens-,-4h4 - P-hillies: player
personnel director.
In other National League
action, Pittsburgh beat
Chicago for the seventh time
in as many meetings 7-2; St.
Louis downed the Mets 4-2;
Houston edged San Diego 2-1,
San Francisco nipped Cin-
cinnati 3-2 and Atlanta shaded
Los Angeles 3-2.
• NATIONAL LEAGUE
Andre, Dawson drove in
three runs with a single and




By the Associated Press
AMELIA ISLAND, Fla.
Thursday Night Basketbal
That's what cable tel sion
viewers may look fo rd to if
a plan being st by the
National asketball
Association s omes a reality.
NBA Co missioner Larry
O'Brien speaking Friday
after e two-day Board of
Go ernors meetings, an-




NBA Game of the Week
similar to the Sunday CBS
telecasts.
The game would be shown
on a week night to be deter-
mined, although Thursday
was mentioned as a
possibility. While O'Brien
emphasized that discussions
were still in the preliminary
rates
asketban
stages, he said he hoped they
could be concluded before the
start of next season.
The cable proposal was part
of a report heard by the
governors from the league's
television committee, which
also has been studying the
problems experienced by
CBS, whose telecasts showed
a 26 percent .ratings decline
during the 1978-79 regular
season.
The committee had con-
sidered limiting CBS to 25
telecasts next season as a
hedge against overexposure,
but the proposal was with-
drawn. '
"It was obvious that we
have to go back to the drawing
board, do some more work
and come up with a com-
prehensive plan regarding
television," said O'Brien.
This is atop priority item."
runs with a single 4o pace the
Expos' attack. Montreal,
behind 2-0 in the first inning,
scored three times in the
fourth to take a 4-2 lead.
Cromartie delivered the ty.in
and lead runs with a sin e,
Tony Perez added a BI
single and Dawson • ove in
the winning run in e fifth.
Ozark w. ejected for
protesting stolen base by
Montre s Rodney Scott in
the eighth inning.
Pirates 7, Cubs 2
Phil Garner and Bill
Robinson drove in two runs
apiece as the Pirates won
their sixth in a row behind the
eight-hitter of Bert Blyleven,
Grant Jacksn and Kent
Tekulve. Garner's two-run
double off Ken Holtzman
helped Pittsburgh to a 3-0
first-inning lead and Robinson
had RBI singles in the third
and eighth.
Cardinals 4, Mets 2
Ted Simmons belted his
second home run of the game
to start the seventh inning,
snapping a 2-2 tie and enabling
Silvio Martinez to beat the
Mets for the fifth time in five
career decisions. Simmons
also hit a solo homer in the
Cardinals' two-run first. Keith
Hernandez and Martinez
scored on sacrifice flies for St.
Louis.
Astros 2, Padres 1
The Astros were held to one
hit until Jeff Leonard doubled
home the tying run in the
seventh and scored on a pinch
single by Denny Walling. That
made Joe Niekro the majors'
first 11-game winner with help
from Joe Sambito, who pit-
ched out of a bases-loaded,






Still No. 1 in Plush, Pleasurable Boating.
Don't let the good times get by you. Get a Flote-Bote
Pontoon from Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
We have in stock both stern drives and outboards. We
also have a new low priced model Flote-Bote.
• 4
,,„..,,,... _......... ,,.,.,,. ..........._..
I 
Happy ofiday Travel, kw.
t 
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
foie 94 los, out of Murray for 2 mats Turn "Olt on 780 follow 78
0 lo, 7 woes post 10"., , (,,,,, r y















W L Pet. GB
45 22 .672 -
42 r 627 3
40 30 571 6.2
37 13 579 9-2
31 33 464 12.2
32 35 471 16
23 49 319 24'r
WEST
California 42 30 .513
Kansas City 37 33 429 4
Texas 36 33 .522 4's
Minnesota 33 32 506
Chicago 32 36 471 8
Seattle 30 42 .417 12
Oakland 22 49 310 It's
Friday's Games
lialtunure 6. Detroit 5
Boston 12. Toronto 1
New York 3, Cleveland 2
Minnesota S. Chicago 3
Kansas City 9. California 5
Oakland 6. Texas 5
Milwaukee IS. Seattle
Saturday's Gaines
Toronto •Freisietrn 2-2, at- IMatan
;Benito 5-21
Minnesota i Cat: 544 at Chimp
Bauintarten 5-0
Texas Jenkins 741 at Oakland (Norris
3-4)
Deign Wilcox 5-4 and Young 14/1 at
Baltimore 'Palmer 6-3 and McGregor 2-
14, 2
Cleveland Wise 6-5) at New York
--(John 103) -
Kansas City (Gun a 444 at agyncroy.
(Barr 3-21
Milwaukee SorensonI 9-6 at Seattle
Parrott 5-2)
—Smillry's Games
Minnesota at Chicago, 2
Detroit at Baltimore
Toronto at Boston
Cleveland at New York
Texas at Oakland. 2




11 L Pet. GB
Montreal .18 24 613 —
Plasburph 34 23 548 4
St Loui6 34 21 31111 4
Piuladelphia 35 n 922 sk,
Chicago 31 31 .510
New York 25 37 403 13
WEST
Houston 42 29 .5112 —
Cincinnati 36 32 .5311 44
San Francisco 34 36 403 7
Los Angeles 32 39 445 9
San Diego 32 40 444 10.2
Atlanta 25 43 363 16,6
Friday's Games
Montreal 41, Philadelphia 5
Pittsburgh 7. Owego 2
Atlanta 3, Los Angeles 2
San Francisco 3, Cincinnati 2
St.Lows 4, New York 2
Houston 2. San Diego 1
Saturday's Games
Los Angeles I Reuss 2-5i at Atlanta
.Niekro 6-9)
San Francisco (Curtis 1-3) at Cmannatt
(Norman 3-61.
Philadelphia Espinosa 6-6 at Montreal
(Rogers 6-4)
Chicago fReuschel 5-5, at Pittsburgh
(Rob)son 5-3
Neir York inks 0-0i at St Louis (Den-
ny 3-51




Philadelphia at Montreal ,.
San Francisco at Culminate'
New York at St Louis
San Diego at Houston,
Lou Angeles at Atlanta.
Monday's Games
Philadelphia id'Clucago
Pittsburgh M New York, 2
Ctncinnyy at Houston. 2
Mont at St.Lows.
Sar,Thego at Los Angeles
yitanta at San Francisco
Baseball Leaders
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 113* at bats(. Murphy,
Atlanta. .348, Hendrick, St UMW, :347;
Brock, St.Losua, 546, Roae, Ptaladelpina,
341, WsobekL Sarr Diego. 338.
RUNS: Lopes, Los Angeles, 59;
Kingman, Chicago, Si, North. San
Fran:loco, Si. Seturodt, Ptaladlphia, 40;
Royater. Atlatta. Matttsews, Atlanta,
RBI Kingman. Qatari 57; Vitudieid,
San Diego, 55. Foster, Cincinnati, 44;
Simmons. St. louts, 52, Matthews, Atlanta
47. Clark, San Francisco, 47
HITS Garvey, Los Angeles, 91: Win-
field, San Diego, 91, Rose, Philadelphia
90; Russell, Los Angeles 69 K Her-
St Lows, 86
HOME RUNS Kingman, C'hicsigo, 25
Schmidt, Philadelphia. 20, Stinmons.
St Lows. IS, Lopes, 1„os Angeles, 18,
Matthews Atlanta, 16
AMERIcAN LEAGUE
BATTING at bats i C.Moore.
Milwaukee, Snialley, Minnesota.
3511; Care/ California, .333: Downing.
Cahfo .353; Kemp, Detroit, .348
RUNS G.Brett, Kansas ('ity. 56,
, California, 55, Rice, Boston, 53.
ore. Detroit. 52; Otis, Kansas City, Si
RBI Lynn, Boston, MI; Baylor,
California,59, Borate, Seattle, 55; Rice,
Boston. 53, Porter, Kansas City, 53.
HITS. G Brett, Kansas City, IS. Lan-
sford, California, 91, Smalley, Minnesota,
M: Rice, Basta, 86, Bochte. Seattle. 86
Horton, &little. 86 ,
HOME RUNS Lynn, Boston, 19- Rice,
Boston, 17: Thomas, Milwalikee, 16.
Grief), California, 16; Singleton,
Baltimore, 15.
STOLEN BASES: LeFlore, Detroit, 37,
Wilson, Kansas City, 29:."3 Crux, Seattle,
22: 040.• Lamas City. 20, Bonds,
Cleveland, 19, Wills, Texas. 19
SEC's Best
abama's King Is Athlete Of Year
By the ssociated Press
AT TA — Reggie King




was named SEC athlete of the
year Friday night.
The 6-foot-6, 225-pound .
senior from Birmingham, Was*
a four-year starter for the
Crimson Tide. He captained
the squad in both his junior
and senior years.
The all-time leading scorer
for Alabama, King has 1,268
points, third in SEC history.
He scored a record 132 points
in the National Invitation
Tournament.
King was picked from 10
candidates, one from each
conference-- school. Alabama
will receive a $2,500
scholarship in King's name.
The winner is picked in
balloting among the sports
directors of the 10 SEC
schools' television stations
and the sports information
directors of the 10 schools.
King is the fourth winner of
the award, and the second
consecutive basketball star to
be honored. Last year's
winner was Jack Givens of
Kentucky. The previous





By the Associated Press
NORTH BERGEN, N.J. —
The New York piants Troy
Archer, a fiercely comErtitive
football player who hated to
lose, was killed along with a
companion'Friday night when
the truck he was driving
-Mack a. pole on a winding
road.
The 24-year-old Archer, the
Giants 1976 first-round draft
pick from Colorado, was dead
on arrival at Palisades
General Hospital after he lost
control of the pickup truck he
was driving. Steve Barrick,
28, of Union City, also was 
killed. A 'third man, Louis
Lawler, was listed in critical
condition.
"It's just a shame, that's all.
I just don't have any words for
it," Giants owner Wellington
Mara said upon hearing of the
accident.
Archer was well on his way
to establishing himself as one
of the National Football
League's top defensive -
tackles: He broke into—the—
Giants starting lineup midway
through his rookie year,
eventually earning All-Rookie
honors.
He started all 14 games in
his second season, but a
broken foot sidelined him for
the Giants first eight games
last season. The Giants said he
broke his foot at practice but
- later reports circulated that
the injury actually was in-
curred in a barroom mishap..
The 6-foot-4, 250-pound
Archer was irritable during
his enforced idleness but the
jovial attitude he exhibited
throughout his first two years
returned when he began
playing again.
Jack Gregory, the Giants
veteran defensive end, was
perhaps Archer's closest
friend on the team. The two
were inseparable during
practice, in the locker room
and often after football was
over for the day. Gregory, 10
years Archer's senior, acted
as a big brother for his fun-
loving teammate.
"It will definitely affect us,"
Gregory said.-!`lie was a--lag




Continued from page 6
"I couldn't see for two rounds," Holmes said. "I swear I
couldn't see the man, but I liept on fighting. Any man who
believes I should have quit should die and go to hell."
Holmes, 29, of Easton, Pa., kept his flawless record intact
with the victory, going 31-0 with 22 knockouts. He weighed
215. Holmes' next fight is planned for September against
Earnie Shavers.
Weaver, of Los Angeles, now has a record of 20-9 with 12
knockouts. He weighed 202 for the fight.
In a 10-rttund welterweight preliminary, which Many
thought would be the best fight of the night, former light-
weight champion Roberto Duran, 1451-4, of Panama, scored a
unanimous and rather lopsided decision over Carlos
Palomino, 14534, of Huntington Beach, Calif. .Timthy imh
of  ftoonusSly
stopper WencTell-BaireT of brattimnrcar2:37-ur
round, when the referee stopped the fight.
Bailey, 203'4 , - Won the first round and -rnany ringsideis§
thought Young was headed for a quick shower. But the wily
30-year-old ring Veteran held on to finish the round and came
back strong in the second and third. Young now has a record
of 23-8-2 with eight knockouts, and Bailey dropped to 13-2 with
three KOs.
and track sprinter Harvy
Glance of Auburn, who won a
gold medal in the 1976
Olympics.
The nine other candidates
for the award were:
Auburn track hurdler
James Walker, the conference
champion in high hurdles for
four years; Florida -baseball
outfielder Jim Watkins, ,who
hit .354 this year; Georgia
football running back Willie
McClendon, an All-SEC player
who carried for 1,312 yards
last season; Kentucky football
linebacker Jim Kovach, a two-
time AI1SEC player;
Louisiana State .• football
halfback Charles Alexander, a
two-time all-SEC and the top
rusher in conference history;
Mississippi basketball for-
ward John Stroud, two-time
all conference, who led the
league in scoring this season;
Mississippi State baseball
outfielder Mike Kelley, who
hit .400 in conference play this
season;
Tennessee basketball for-
ward Reggie Johnson, who
averaged 21.2 points per game
and was All-SEC, and Van-
derbilt football halfback
Frank Mordicia, who set the





By the Associated Press
QAKVILLE, Ontario — It
isn't unusual to hear one of
golf's touring pros say he'd
rather come from behind after
trailing a little going into the
last round of a tournament.
It's fear," said Tom
Watson. "The fear of leading.
"I've won with big leads,
and I've lost with big leads.
I've won coming from behind
and I've not won from behind.
I'd always rather be leading."
That's his ,position, one
that's becoming something of
a habit for the man who has
dominated the game for the
past 2'2 seasons.
He scrambled to a hard-won
69 that gave him a 36-hole total
of 135, seven under par and 3
-strokes in front of the field
after Friday's second round of
the $350,000 Canadian Open
golf tournament.
"I'd just like to be leading
by a lot more than that going
into the last round," Watson
said. "But, of course, there's a
lot of other guys who'll have
something to say about that."
But Masters charnpio-n_
Fuzzy Zoeller isn't among
them. Zoeller, who had
composed a solid 67 in
Thursday's first round,
slashed his way to a horren-
dous 83 in the gusty winds at
the Glen Abbey Golf Club
course Friday. Somehow, he
signed for a score of 83 and
was disqualified.
He wasn't alone in his dif-
ficulties.
There was Australian Jack
Newton, who shot a course
record 64 to open the tour-
nament. He went 10 shots
higher over the second 18
holes and drifted back into a
tie for second with Lee
Trevino and D.A, Weibring at
138.
"Obviously, I didn't play
quite as well," said Newton,
who lost a playoff to Watson
for the 1975 British Open. '1
hit the ball close to the hole
four or five times and missed
all the putts. That was the
turning point," he said.
Trevino, a two-time
Canadian Open winner, had to
rally from a pair of double
bogeys for his round of par 71.
Weibring, a tour sophomore,
chipped in twice on the way to
a70.
It.,ivas 2 more stro-kes back
to Mike Reid, Ben Crenshaw,
,,Johnny Miller, Bob Gilder and
Bob Lunn, tied at 140. Cren-
shaw and Gilder had second
round 70s, Reid 71, Lunn 72
and Miller 73.
Of the leaders, all but
Watson and Newton played in





By the Associated Press
EASTBOURNE, England —
Martina Navratilova and
Chris Evert Lloyd prepared
for today's final of the $100,000
Eastbourne International
grass courts tennis tour-
nament knowing that the final
that really mattersis still two
weeks away.
The two women are seeded
to meet in the Wimbledon
womens singles final, and both
have been treating the
Eastbourne event as a war-
mup.
Last year they' met in the
final at Eastbourne and
Navratilova won. She went on
to beat Evert Lloyd at
Wimbledon two weeks later.
But Chris, who crushed
Virginia Wade of Britain 6-3,6-
2 Friday', does not see East-
bourne as any guide to
Wimbledon prospects.
`Sure, it 'would help if I
won,' she said. "It would give
me a lot of confidence going to
Wimbledon. But I don't think
it would have any real
bearing."




had the better of their recent
meetings.
SURBITON, England (AP)
— Victor Amaya defeated
Brian Gottfried 7-6, 6-3 and
Mark Edmondson beat Cohn
Dibley 7-6, 6-4 in the
semifinals of a men's in-
ternational grass court tennis
tournament.
BOATS
Check us out for some real honest-to-goodness
down home bargain hunter deal!
Our houseboat and Flote-Bote business has in-
creased to the point that we must eliminate some
lines of-the smaller -beats. .'.We have. . -.—
Grumman Fishing Boats and Canoes selling at
below replacement cost!
*Somerset Runabouts in stern drive models
*Family Ski Boats — nobody, but nobody, will give-yeti-as much boat
for the money as we will. Three left, a 17.5, a 18.2 and a 19.7. All bow
riders, 2 deep V's, one tri-hull.
•Three Harris Deck Boats left at low, low prices.
.One Steury Ski Boat left.
•Tyvteury Cruisers at rock bottom prices.
*One Steury Trailerable houseboat.
•A few nice used boats including a sharp Sea Ray 24' cruiser wit
h full can-
vas, Viking Deck Boat and others.
We are serious on closing out these sterns. We honestly have
more business going than we can properly take care of and give ou
r
customers the service they deserve. Our customers are a wonderful
bunch of boating people and we intend to take care of them.
If you are in the market for any of these items... it will pay you to
see us now!!




Panorama Shores on Kentucky take
1411, 94 fast out of Murr•y to, 7 MoltS Ti,..,, rsor on 780 follow 780 fo, 
7 mrNs post 110,11,1 GPO( pry I-h• block fop
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Downs Thornton, age 9, son of Williand Anita Thorn-
ton, proudly displays this three pound nine ounce
large mouth bass lie caught at Cypress Creek, Sunday,'tine 17.
Photo By DeAnn Thornton
Local Man Elected To Office
L. J. Hendon, Murray, was
elected as Region One coor-
dinating director of the
Kentucky BASS Federation.
The new president for the
state wide organization is
David Kik, Prospect. The
organization is composed of 37
'affiliated bass clubs
representing 757' fishermen.
Other officers are as
follows: Bill McLean, Frank-
fort, vice president,. :Dave_
Clark, ITopkinsville,-
socretary-treasurer; Chris




director. Burley Stevens Jr.,
r Ashland, Gary Jones, Corbin.
and Danny Valentine, London.
are the new directors at large.
Jmyup •Fishing Line
The ,swift current has been
the main reason for the slow
down in fishing.
Advanced weather forecasts
predicting heavy rainfall, the
need for a little extra elec-
trical power to operate air
conditioners, things like this
cause or bring about a change
of the water level on both
lakes.
When conditions are good
the fish will feed, however
they have a terrible time
fighting that current and as a
result we experience a slow
down.
Crappie have moved into the
. deeper cqknnels and cuts
along the &opals.
Now is a good time to fish
for them using lead head jigs.
You should be able to spot a
school on your locators put out 
a marker or two, anchor your
boat and cast into the school
letting the jig JaIl as a dying
mmnowwuult
There is a good possibility of
getting into a concentration of
white bass and sauger this
way. I fished last Wed. with
John and Dawn Fox out of the
Kenlake Marina. Dawn is the
eleven .year old daughter that
has some real fish stories to
tell -how !-
Dawn had caught a few
small sunfish before and that
wis all.
She row haS- added sixIr --
sauger grid four white bass to
her record. The sauger were
between two and three pounds
each as were the white bass.
She said "Just wait until I tell
COLUMBUS CAMPOUT — Members of the Twin Lakerst ood Sam Club are pictured
at the potluck supper held Saturday, June 16, at 6 p.m. at the campsite of Bill and
Norette Hill, %.sagonmasters, at Columbus Belmont State Park. Ned abd Beth Wilson
also assisted but were unable to attend doe to Mrs. Wilson's surgery. Rudolph Howard,
president, presided at the business meeting with Lloyd Jacks discussing the by-laws.
Nix Crawford conducted worship services on Sunday morning, June 17, as the group
-sat on the high bfuff overfoolting the Mississippi River. Present were Rudolph and Opal
Howard, Lloyd and Fay Jacks, B. C. and Orpha Grogan, 1.8. and lo Burkeen, Grover and
Doris Burkett, Guy and hine Cunningham, Nix and Marjorie Crawford, Bill and Norette
Hill, Fred and Martha Butterworth, Wilson and Leila Christenbery, and Dolphus and
Marion Christenbery. Wagonmasters for the July campout will be T.G. and Estelle
Shelton with the Crawfords as assistants.
rh-o-ro IFy Martha Butterworth-
oppy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON 114caU1E GRAYSON lacCLUIE
Yoke 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 milts post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop •nto Ponoromolond follow blocktop to your nght
Telephone, 502436-5483
%NZ... "N...
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
Completemli he-Of Fishing and SPortiniEquiPinent
Boat, Motor, Pontook& Ski
Rentals- Guide Servicp-Covered Storage-
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt 1 Hardin +5021 474-2245 qr 474-2211, ext. 171
my brothers, they won't
believe me."
Black Bass are moving as
expected after spawning.
Most are being taken on top
water lures and plastic
worms. You should be able to
find bass almost anywhere
you fish. There will be some,
real shallow, early morning
and late evening. On up in the
day try the deeper points and
brush piles for that lunker to
put on the wall.
We have some small hat-
ches of willow flies popping
out around Kenlake but
nothing major yet. The
bluegill are going to be' great
thi -Yale Se Vin't miss them.
They have a fantastic flavor
that no other fish has.
Catfish are moving on the
_majnialke=ii_y_ca.like to bait a
line for night fishing! Bugs
-may be a problem around a
lantern this year but don't
over do the spray, its worse,
Happy Fishing.
Foil Outboard
Right this minute, cunning
thieves could be plotting to
steal your outboard motor.
Outboards, large and sznall,
are tempting merchandise
because most states don't
require a title. Within hours
after the theft, it's likely your
outboard will have been
transported 200 or so to
a big cit and -fenced."
Most outboard thefts can be
prevented. And, •if that fails,
there are ways to help the
authorities catch the crooks
and send them up for grand
larceny.
Thieves-Here's How
Here are some precautions
you can take, as suggested by
the people at Johnson Out-
boards, the largest
manufacturer of outboard
motors in the world.
Write down the model
number and serial number,
File it. If you own a Johnson,
even if 'you're not the first
owner, secure a yellow
registration card from a
Johnson Outboards dealership
and join Johnson's pre-owner
registration program. The
company will keep your name




have been in production for
over thirty years, knowledge
of how to maintain them is still
__scant at the grassroots level.
For example, according „to
the MerCruiser stern drive
boating experts, many boating
Writers they talk .to say that
one of the most common
questions asked in letters
from readers is how to remove
old paint from fiberglass
boats.
Paint on fiberglass boats?
Yes! All major marine paint
makers have for several years
been offering special paints
for fiberglass.
Outdoor Scene
The Kentucky Lake Bass
Club had their tournament out
of Wildcat Creek, on Kentucky
La-ke. Saturday, June 16. The
winners of the tournament
were: Ronnie Cope, Mayfield,
first place with 12 pounds 14
ounces; Morris Camp, Far-
mington, second place with
nine pounds; Frank Cooper,
Murray, third place with
seven pounds. Morris Camp




smaller than waljeyes, usually
running 34 to four pounds. The
World record taken at
icobara, Nebraska in 1961.
weighed eight pounds, five
ounces. Try sauger fishing on
Kentucky Lake, they're fine
eating, and fun to catch.
Tips From Your
Taxidermist
Fish well covered in wet
towel and plastic or foil before
freezing will last 3 to 6 months
before having mounted. it is





We Specialize In Kentucky Lake Catfish
ran's, AMC, Jeep
Hwy. 641 North 753-6448
$0==ascille==41c===xic===x
' 14, Slay lestretr
Carl Sandlin, Lexington.
brought in 35 crappie Satur-
day, June 17. Sandlin was
fishing near Pine Bluff on
Kentucky I.ake. He also
caught eight sauger.
Jo Tidwell, Murray, helped
catch 32 crappie on Barkley
Lake one day this week while
fishing with friends.
Kentucky Lake Bass Club
will have their annual
children's day Saturday, June .
30, at Kenlake Marina. After
the tournament, which runs '
from 6 a.m. til 12 noon, there
will be a picnic.
Paint Is used on fiberglass
for various reasons. After
several years in the sun, the
pigments that give a
fiberglass boat its color will
have faded. Also, boats
operated from docks and
beaches accumulate their
share of scratethPs And the
neatest way to refurbish a
scarred fiberglass hull is to fill
the scratches with fiberglass
putty and then do an overall
paint job for uniformity of
color.
In addition, the bottoms of
bts kept moored in the
water accumulate coatings of
algae in freshwater and
marine growth in saltwater.
Special anti-fouling paints are
used on their bottoms to
discourage such performance-
spoiling accumulations.
Several layers of such paint
can get to be rather thick and
rough, so the time comes when
paint should be removed prior
to applying yet another
season's coating.
- So, how does one remove the
paint • from fiberglass'
Obviously you would not want
to use a blowtorch, and you'd
hesitate to use a sharp
scraper. Sanding is slow and
Some paint dusts are either
irritating or toxic. The answer
is to use tiaint remover.
No, it, won't damage
fiberglass, '.,despite common
apprehensio4. Although it is
a kind of 'plastic, cured
fiberglass resin is one of the
most chemically inert sub-
stances in common use. At
most, a stronger paint
remover may slight* dull or
matte, the gel coat Surface.
But that's no concern on a boat
that is to be repainted.
Try your chosen remover on
a small area first, then do a
foot or twq of surface at a
time. Scrape paint off as soon
as it loosens to minimize time
the remover remains in direct
contact . with the, fiberglass
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your motor is stolen.
Next, put your own special
identification mark — your
initials or social security
number for instance — on a
hidden part of the motor,
someplace known only to you.
Diamond-tipped identification
pens are helpful for this. Most
police departments will loan
you one for the purpose.
If your outboard is portable,
remove it from the boat when
you're not using it, and lock it
away in your home.
Buy a heavy duty chain, the
type used often to secure
motorcycles to immovable
objects, and secure the motor
to the boat.
Long padlocks are available
commercially to join the
clamp handles on the small
outboard. Buy one and use it.
Obtain a thin cable, paint it:
black, and secure me boat to
the motor, hide the' 4 cable
under the outboard brackets.
This will slow up and
definitely frustrate any thief
expecting to make a quick
getaway.
If you own an electric start
outboard, install a car burglar
alarm.
When you're boating, keep
an eye open for suspicious
circumstances. Report
irregularities to the local
gendarmes.
When an outboard has been
stolen, or an attempt has been
made. .cure the area until
the police arrive so as not to
destroy footprints, finger-
prints, pry marks, etc.
If your stolen outboard was
a Johnson, a local dealer will
see that the model and serial
number becomes part of the
manufacturer's updated list of
stolen motors, sent monthly to
Johnson dealers, insurance
companies, and law en-
forcement agencies all over
the country.
Allen Wadkins, Murray, bro4ht in this six pound
eight ounce bass Tuesday, June 19, from the Wildcat
Creek area, on Kentucky Lake. Wadkins (aught the
Rinker on a Killer Bee.
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The Eggner's Ferry Etridge
area across Kentucky Lake at
Aurora has always been one of
the most popular fishing spots
on the large reservoir. In the
spring it's a hotspot for cat-
fish. Later on white bass offer
good action to anglers fishing
under lights. Spotted bass
congregate along the riprap
walls and bridge pilings in
spring, summer and fall.
A while back, however, the
state lighway departrnent put
a crimp in many fishermen's
use of the bridge area. It ruled
that cars could no longer be
parked along the grassy
shoulders of the roadway
leading to the bridge proper.
Now anglers must park on
either side of the lake and
walk a thousand feet out to
fish the corners of the riprap
foundation.
In three years that long
walk may be a thing of the
past. And, if the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources
has its way, fishermen will be
able to ply their trade all the
way to the old river channel.
These plans are part of an
overall proposal to construct a
huge new fishing facility at the
bridge. Specs on the idea have
been drawn up, and funds are
now being sought.
Here's what the project
would entail. Two driving
lanes, one from each side of
the lake, wouhl-be constructed
alongside the foundation
which runs out to the bridge.
These lanes would terminate
where the present highway
foundation. gives way to the
steel bridge, .and parking
areas wquld be located here.
Then, six-foot-wide walkways
would be constructed along
the bridge frame out to the
channel. .
There would be two long
fishing piers readily available
to the public at a spot where
fishing is normally very good.
That spot is like a funnel,"
explained Charlie Bowers,
chief of the state Fish and
Wildlife's fisheries branch.
"You've got a lake a mile
wide, and where the bridge
crosses, it's closed in to a third
of a mile." Bowers explained
that fish_ toncent rate _t_o_11a9s_
under the bridge, and if the
project is done, his unit will
further enhance the waters
adjacent to the bridge with
brushy fish attractors.
Bowers said the project will
cost a million dollars and take
3-3 years to complete. The
driving lanes will require tens
of thousands of yards of fill to
construct. When finished, they
will be twelve feet wide and
will have angular parking and
a circular turnaround at the
ends.
The catwalks will be six feet
wide and will run along the
bridge out to the marked
channel. The walk will be
some ten feet above the water
and will be easily accessible to
handicapped fishermen,
children, and sgnior citizens.
Bowers,cites many reason§
why the project should be
completed. "It's just a very
good (Wang spot that man?
people .-oaset B 17P at_
presant.-Thi- use of the. -Cat--
walk for fishing will be energy
free and non-consumptive. It
will allow tourists a chance to
park and walk out over the
lake to get a good look at it or
to watch a sailing regatta or
the birds.
If all goes as planned, the waters under Eggner's Ferry Bridge at Aurora will no longer
be exclusive territory of boating anglers. The Department of Fish and Wildlife Resour-
ces hopes to team up with the state highway department to build a drive and parking
area and a fishing catwalk which would extend out to the channel
Making Fishing Better--
One Now Project Is On The
"Drawintibut-,kdkr Is In- The Wafer
Asked if the project was just
an idea or something on the
way to reality, Bowers
responded, "We've got it
underway" He added he was
very enthusiastic about the
prospects of completion. He
added that the state highway
department would be
responsible for constructing
the driving and parking areas,
and the Fish and Wildlife
Department would erect the
walkways.
If you can't wait until the
walkway is finished and are
looking for a better spot to fish
right now, you might check
out the coves and hollows on
the Land Between the Lakes
side of Kentucky Lake. TVA
fisheries crews have more
than 300 brushpiles in 20 spots
in Kentucky Lake, and they've
marked them for easy location
by visiting anglers.
LBI, fisheries biologist Tom
Forsythe explained the
program. He said the brush-
piles were dropped into
secondary feeder coves along
larger bays on the lake's east
side. Those major bays in-
clude Pisgah, Smith, Sugar,
Fenton Hollow, Colson Hollow,
Redd Hollow, Blue Springs
and Piney.
To find the fish attractors,
check the backs of the coves
for a tree whose trunk has
been painted white. There
should be a brushpile at the
base of that tree, and other
brushpiles run down the
center of the coves in a line
frOrn that first one. Forsythe
said the lines of brush run into
water that will reach 1045 feet
in depth. Each brush-pileis 3-5
feet high and has an - ap-
proximate eight foot
diameter.
Also, 1004uniper trees were
cut and delivered to the LBL
fisheries crew by the Ken-
tucky Lake Bass Club. The
trees were installed as at-
tractors in the Fenton Hollow
area.
Dr. Don Johnson of Murray
State University has recently
been granted funds to study of
the effectiveness of the fish
attractors. Forsythe said he's
already received reports that
bass fishermen are casting
into the brushpiles for good
results.
But the fish attractor
project won't stop at this
point, the TVA biologist said.
Plans are on the drawing
board for construction of some
50 ,larger, deep water at-
tractors mostly in Kentucky
Lake. Also, the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources
plans to install deep water
attractors on the lake's west
side. Those attractors were
slated for the past spring, but
problems with a barge and
site approval have postponed
plans until the coming fall.
Also, both agencies will also
construct attractors in
Barkley Lake. It is felt,
however, that emphasis
should be placed on Kentucky
Lake, a much older reservoir
with less natural fish at-
tracting habitat.
Gearing Up To Get
Out And Fish
Fishing's universal appeal
is easily understood. Sixty-
three million licensed men
and women can't be wrong
about the satisfaction, ex-
citement and anticipation that
accompanies every cast and
retrieve.
It also is not necessary to be
rich to appreciate the sport.
Outfitting the novice angler is
well within the means -of--
everyone's purse. The
spectrum of fishing tackle on
the market today is as
diversified in price as the
species of fish the angler
hopes to catch.
The beginner need riot start
with a jagged tree branch,
string and bent nail as his or
her first "rig." Many tackle
manufacturers across the
country offer outfitting for the
neophyte - rod, reel and line
- for under $10.
The novice should
experiment with the wide
assortment of rods arid reels,
selecting the combination that
best suits the type of fishing he
or she will be doing.
.With attention focused on
new anglers, fishing tackle
firms have designed gear that
is near fool-proof.
Balt-castini reels, once the
pride of the .expert because
they were extrejnely difficuit
--to-rnastur; hay?Added- 2101k





disengages everything but the
level-whid, plus a fully ad-
justable knurled drag. These
features allow even the first-
time user almost complete
mastery in a matter of two or
three practice sessions.
The most sophisticated-
equipment may come later.,
For the time being, the novice
angler can get an entire
season's enjoyment from his
or herinitial outfit. Sporting 
goods stores sell packaged
assortments of hooks, sinkers
and bobbers which should
accommodate every type of
fishing the beginner en-
counters.
Depending upon the species
to be hunted, a landing net and
stringer or wire basket are
Vital additions to the fisher-
person's gear.
And finally, the least costly,
but most frequently used
commodity is patience.
Without it, even the most
expensive outfit in the world
isn't going to help.
GULF HAS LOW TIRE
PRICES EVERY DAY!
If you've been limping along on
wornout tires simply because you've been
waiting for a sale, here's some really good
news! At your participating neighborhood
Gulf dealer, you'll find low tire
prices every day! (365 days a year.) Yes,
low prices on quality tires
that are constructed for the long haul.
When you shop participating Gulf dealers
you can be confident you're getting a
good deal on a great tire: Just check these
everyday low prices[And start saving today!
A dependable, popular-priced
thte Four oty ridlyester 'cord
body
WHITEWALLS $330 MORE PER TIRE
SIZE: A78-13 FET $1.62
FOUR PLY BIAS
61ackwall
SIZE F EI SWO
678-13 6142 $19.96 _
600-12 1.411
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- A lower cost radial tire alter-
native. Two wide steel belts































2.16  66.05 
1.•4 51.05 





Good mileage at a medium
- price. Two fiberglass belts, 


















SIZE: B78-13 FE:T. $1.86
Our best mileage getter.
Two wide steel belts over




















WHY WAIT FOR A
TIRE SALE?
See these Gulf Dealers for their Everyday Low Prices
University Gulf
"LB" Workman
5 Points Murray, Ky.
Bent Tent Pole?
Set up your tent in t.1••
backyard at the beginning of
the season and make sure all
stakes, poles, zippers and
screens are in working order.
Wet down the tent on a good
drying day and check for any
seepage. The Coleman
Company service people say if
you find a wet spot, use either
a wax stick or waterproofifl.
compound to check it. If you
have a defective tent pelf'
contact the manufacturer for






Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equip.




4th & Elm Sts., Murray, Ky.







Specializing in servicing fires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
410 N. 4th In'ThitJackson Purchase 753-6779
Storey's
Food Giant
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
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Nichols Speaks At Confab
Dr. George V. Nichols,
chairman of the Department
of Safety Engineering and
Health at Murray State
University, was one of the
principal speakers at a recent
- Mid-America Conference of
safety Council directors held
in Clarksville, Ind.
Nichols presented a pa
entitled. -Common Goals for
Industrial Safety Cou,pdils and
University P grams,"
emphasizing syveral areas of
cooperatio tween regional
safety cpdncils and university
pro. :ms in safety and health
• ch could be mutually
I neficial.








ety and health at Murray
te, presently in their fourth
year of operation and in-
cluding more than 100
declared majors.
graduate of Texas A & M
University, Nichols has been
at Murray State since 1969, He
is married to Dr. Patsy A.
Nichols, an assistant
professor in the Department
of Office Administration and
Business Education. They
have twoorhildren, George III
and Tan_ya, Ann, and make
their home at 1504 Cardinal
Drive.
seling services, scho
programs, place • nt of
















12 Chant ern Indian
14 Diphthong 9 Drunkards
15 Foreign 10 Al'









29 Fathers 37 Expired
31 SOutti Amer- '39 Singing
ican animal voice: P!
33 Relaters 40 Wipe out
35 Mountair 43 Tree
nymph 46 Bright star
36 Ran wild 48 Top of head
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The City of Murray,
Kentucky will be




be picked up at the
City Clerk's Office at
5th and Poplar Streets
in Murray. Bids will be
received at the City
Clerk's Office until




hickory smoked bar b.q, by
the shoulder or by the pound,
packaged to go at Big Joe's
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5. LOST 4. POUND -
LOST BABY doll at Uncle
Jeff's. Child's toy with




accepted, apply ip persor
only at Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive.
BREAKFAST COOK.
needed. Apply in person a'
Triangle Inn, South 1211-
Street
BENNETT & ASSOCIATE
has a permanent part.terne
opening, 3 days per week
Duties include: typing 155
words or better); genera'
office duties; public relation.,
work. A very nice OP'rttmttyfar itte-rtgtft-grr-
son Send hand written
resume to Bennett Ann 
Assoc i a 1 es P 0 Box '946
Murray, KY




Train a Paducah stars for
fear' oroalatioa rid fir
!partial. (*elect Ratter Thaw
Hon, 443.7848.
DELIVERY GIRL or -boy
Apply in person. No phone
calls. Morgans Auto Paint,
Highway 94 East.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
FOR SALE in Almo, Ken-
tucky: large 2 story brick
building with stock or
general merchandise 16
antique showcases, roll lop
desk, and many more fix
tures. Plenty of room for
living quarters and most any













13. SALE OR TRADE
FOR SALES or trade for
Runabout. 1978 Sunkist jet
boat, 454.Chevrolet, 19ir, tri•
hull Phone 435 4.467.
PART TIMEItake inventory
n
in local  stores Car 
eces•Sar y liV-rtter pnorte
number and experience to
ICC 189, Box 304, Paramus.
New Jersey,137652. 
WAN-TED MATURE
woman to babystt at loca+
church Sundays 8.30 tii noon
$10 Also occasional
evenings. Call 753 5716 for
interview.
WANTED SOMEONE to




!WILL do babysitting in my
home 753 0.147
NEED HAY crew to au.
hay? Call 762 6181
PEANUTS
iF CAME BACK FROM
A LON& JOURNEY, WOULD











IF I Sikeit, B6( 'QUIZ
SIDE FORTHE REST OF
‘fOR LIFE, WOULD qOU











't LOOK AROUND AND
SEE THAT I HAVEN
'11‘ 
A WORRY
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.5FK cl./L EVEmRoVwCINE 2
7 ?it,-
\
14, WAN* 0 BUY
DINING ROOM suite with
china Phone 753.0368.
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 471-8854 or 5?7.
1315,
WANTED: USED hog
feeder, 35 to 60 bushel, in
working condition. Call 753
7457 after 5 pm.
LLARTICLES FOR SALE 
8 HP 32" CUT Murray riding
mower, excellent condition,
- $175 Bed. dresser, $455- 753
08)4
TWO ANTIQUE dolls;
marble *pp tables; 50fa;
Franciscan pottery:
Fostoria crystal. Call 753
2783. 









25" RCA EL 100 color t v ,
$350. extra long, clean couch, .
- $813)- maple dresser. PO,
maple chest, $40, Zenith
stereo in Early American
cabinet, $90, upholstered
small occasional chair, $20.
two maple occasional chairs,






For factor, authorized parts,
sales, and service call , 901,
642-7619 Located at 102 W
5Vesturigton St . ('owl Square,
Paris. TN.
19. FARM EQUIP.
1977 FORD 3000 DIESEL
with 875 hOurs. 18" 6' disc,. 2
bottom plow, one row
cultivator. 6' blade, 6'
pulverizer, 6 bushrlog, 6'
landscape rake, boom pole
and 's cab 1594683 after 6
Pm• 
GAS POWERED weed -and
grass trimmer, uses fishing
31cc engine, automatic
the dispenser, $99 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
NOTHING BETTER than
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, shovels and sweeps
for all cultivators See us
before you buy Vinson
Tractor Co., 753 4892
WABCO SELFLOADING
scrapper 13' 2 yds. with 471
GM Deisel engine. Cat dozer
D69U serial No 9U14769.
Alice Chambler motor
grader model Ad4 with 471
GM motor 1973 Long back
hoe 5n1 model 1400 cfeisei.
--It ogees- -tandem _axleliii lap_
low boy 25 ton, for tandem
axle truck. Needs floor All
this equipment is in good
coniffien and ready for use.
Ygu may see this at 405 So
itth Street, Murray, KY Or
icru --may tall James or
Bobby Futrell at 502-753 7668
days or 502 753 2394 nights
19. FARM EQUIP.
FULL 1 HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with




POOL TABLE slate ton,







Aft., $I8.79; Stt., $19.99.
$21 99, 8 ft., $39.99, extension
ladders, 14 ft., $28.88; 16 ft.,
$31.88; 21) ft., $45.99; 24 ft.,
159.99; 28 ft., $70.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee. 
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL,




$39 99, $69.99, 599.99, $134.99,
and $149.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris, Tennessee. 
FOX X FIRE fireplacein-
sert, 6 months old, $400. Call
753 7716 after 5 pm. 




hospital bed for sale, good
condition. Phone 1 527 7026, 
SLAB WOOD and sawdust
for sale. Cadiz Lumber
Company, Cadiz, Kentucky.
52014994. 
SL4BS $5 PER bundle,
Sawdust, $10 per load, 1' 2 to?
ton trucks_ can (901) 593 3019
or contact Decker and Evans
Saw Mill in Paris, Ten-
nessee.
TOMATOE JUICER, Vic.
toria No. 200 No peeling, no
coring, and no precooking.





Craig 5000 speakers, Craig 8
  A•ccivetoc,i-duaii -turn
table 753-8043 and ask for
Greg
WANTED RESPONSI.BLE
party to assume small
monthly payment on 25"
color t.v under warrenty
Also used t.v '5. Clayton's J
8. B Music, 753 7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES-
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 2
acre lot, central air, wetland
large garage, located in
Kirksey. Cali 489 724 after 5
pm.
1077 MOBILE HOME, 12x65
247 4840
1976 MODEL 12x50 MOBILE
home, furnished, used less
than one year On fully
wooded 3 acre lot Circular
graveled driveway, city
water, lights, and septic
tank One mile north of
Puryear on paved Frank
Howard Road. One block
east of Highway 641. $8500
cash Phone 498 8447.
1973 TOWNHOUSE, all
electric, 12,02, 2 bedroom
With den, wet bar and ice
maker, carpeted and air
conditioned, intercom ,n all
robots, 'like new in all
respect. Must see to ap-
preciate. Call James at 753-
7724 or 436 2430 after 5 pm. 
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
SMALL TWO "bedroom
trailer on large lot, )'mites
out on 121 North in Stella No
pets, water furnished $50
deposit, $70 per month Can
489 2578.
TWO BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
Court 489 2533.
12 TRAILER. CALL B.B.
I, 753 9104 or 753 1554..-
THREE BEDROOM trailer,/
5 miles east of Murray. Call
75 -WV.
rt. HEATING 8. COOLING
TWO 110 VOLT window, air
conditioners. Call 753-4333.
110 VOLT AIR conditioner, 4
years old, $100. Phone 753
3685.
30. BUS. RENTALS 
---Iltti(-0114G-W-1-T146,000-6414.
1-(4421 N 4th Street. Call 753
7972 or 753 3018 after 5 prn
3). WANT TO RENT
SMALL FARM house, quest
house, tenant house, or lake
house, in Calloway County.
Murray professor; single
Phone 753 7444 after 5 pm
S.
STEP OUT OF YOUR CAP & GOWN
SLIP INTO SOMETHING EXCITING
Like a uniform of a lifesaver in the
COAST GUARD. And if you are between
17 & 26, good health, and no police record,
we have the job that fits. For further in-




Vacancy exists in office of the Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk for a Judicial I
Clerk, Grade 12 ( Deputy Circuit Clerk).
.wyaing oseir2tial, shorthand and epurt
-t,Telated-ederience preferiaiatir' -
Salary open depending .upon ex-
perience.
Applications will be acceptect begin-
ning June 25 and no later than July 6th.
Applicants should apply in person by
aprintrnent only. 753-2714.
An Drew Opportunity Employer
•
ADS'
32. APTS. FOR RENT
1631 FARMEfIt AVENUE
now available, unturnished
duplex apartment. One large
living room and dinette,
kitchen. 2 storage rooms, one
bedroom and bath, private
carport and drive, shady
front and back yards
Married couple preferred
No pets. References
required $125 per month
Phone 492 8174.
NEW TWO bedroom duplex
apartment, central system,
$200 per  month. Call 753 6291.
SMALL FURNISHED
apartment, single only.
Inquire 100 5 13th Str 
33. ROOMS FOR R EN
ROOM FOR rent in large
house Kitchen privileges.
washer and dryer 2 blocks
from University $65 per
month all utilities paid. 753-
4140 or 436 2411.
SLEEPING ROOM, air
conditioned, refrigerator in -
hall. Private entrance
Zimmerman Apartments,
South 16th. 753 6609.
31. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: New 3 bedroom




TWO BEDROOM house on
Kentucky Lake, combination
living room dining room,
recently remodeled, located
14 miles from Murray at Pine
Bluff Shores. Couples only,
no children, no Pets
-- 
-
erIC: girsr vd deposit
required, 
TWO BEDROOM home near
Panarama Shores Call 436
2266











Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone






FOR SALE: Tintothy and
Red Top hay. Will 6,4~ or
pickup in field. 753-8697. 




puppies Call 759 1213 or 753
1261
AKC-ADULT male Bassett,
trl colored, $150. Call 753 0672
nights. 
LABRADOR ETRIEVER
puppies, AKC, all shots and
wormed, $100 Also AKC
Great Dane puppies
Paradise Kennels. 753 4106.
Two FEMALE, AKC
registered Minature
Schnauzers, 6 weeks, $100




A .good neighbor for a cottage
him dwelling .consisting of a nice
mobile home with a built on ad-
dition of eitra bedroom and den
with Jalousie windows Overlook*
the water in a large nice cool
shaded lot AO t200, large enowgh
for a nice dwelling. The lot alone is
worth the price of the moire place,
selling lot S11,500 Central air
conditioning. electric hem, ideal for
weekends. vacations or permanent
living. 'Good rental Incomf. protec-
ted sheltered canal for your boat
Phone 436-5433
43. REAL ESTATE
IF YOU like individuality
and trees, call us to see this
beautiful custom built split
level country home The lot is
nearly 2 acres, shaded by
over 20 mature trees. Top
quality building materials
have been assembled by
exacting craftsmen to
lasting value LaYish ad-
dition or extra features, such
as built in co axial cable
outlets for tv. throughout the
home indicates the attention
to detail found in ttOs rare
offering. You will be Thrilled
by discovering the many
other suprisino features
, Priced below construction
cost so don't wait to call the
Real Estate Professionals at
Guy Spann Realty for your
appointment The 24 hour
number is 753-1724.
az A 5451 I
South 12th at Sycarrabr•
TELEPHONE 2E11051
Luxury living plus
extra income can be
found in the duplex at
1703 Ridgewood. Two
bedrooms on each





NEW LISTINGS! A perfect
beginning for young family
or easy living for retired
folks 2 bedroom mobile
home on 1 acre rn-1- with lots
of trees plus outside
storage We also have a 2
. bedroom mobrle home on ' 2
acre m-I with 29x23
Shop, hook up ateeady for
second rnolaile home For
more information .oall 753-








one mile from city
limits. Priced in the
$30's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. We
are members of the
Multiple Listing Ser-
vice,
THANK GOD, I'm a country
girl! Waiting for my country
boy to come home to help me
in my garden! When theaime
is right to put up fresh
vegetables. I have a large
kitchen to work in and a
place for my freezer. See this
four bedroom brick today,
located just minutes from
town. Call 753-1492 Offered
b_y Loretta JobS.Realtors.': 
WATERFRONT LOTS. We
have several waterfront lots
for sale -These lots are
wooded and slope gently to
water. They are located in
the Pine Bluff area and are
ready for that waterfront
home . you have always
wanted Nelson Shroat Co
7.59 1707=
We have people in-
terested in locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your









BUILT WITH THE FAMILY IN MIND































































































homes - all price
ranges! We have
several new listings in
the 830's. Beat the in-
flation crunch with an




perud Realty for full-








)1der part of town.






Vor your new tax
,helter or remodeling








Free fstimates On Any Job
Large or Small
Call 436-2372
Anytime, Da v or Night
Danny 8 Twila Dunn owners
43. REAl. ESTATE
APPROXIMATELY 60
ACRES for sale. Located in
North Calloway County.
Over 1000 feet of road '
frontage with 20 30 acres
tendable. Will make a good •
cattle farm or tax shelter
while you improve your
investment. Priced at




Motel, with twelve rental
units on lot 125 X 275, for
quick sale for- only $75,000.






CITY C.0 N -
VENIENCE - Country
Atmosphere! Just
1 minutes from town is
this 3 BR brick home




- storage space and
- deck for bar-b-queing.
Central heat & air for
year around comfojh!
Sound inviting? Then





No Experience Necessary! Join a National Manufac-
turing Organization that has developed an ex-
ceptional marketing program in the world's largest
cash business --__Vendhig Machines. Turn Vending
Machines into real money machines for you. This is
an excellent potential opportunity to earn
- $1400.00 weekly -
with 10 or more machines. Many, many people are
earning exceptional part time income in the
lucrative vending machine business. We provide
guaranteed secured locations in your area by a
professional location companji. Equipment direct
from the manufacturer-five year guarantee.
Machines vend Nationally advertised products.
Before you buy any business opportunity, check




Maim Staffed 24 Beers
7 Days A Week
Seedey Calls Accepted
753-1411Tenytime)
WHEN MONEY talks to you,
does it say "good-bye"? Stop
Ai going, keep it growing by
investing irt this apartment
house. 2 bedrooms up and 2
bedrooms down. Can today
for more information on This
excellent investment.../53
1492. ..Offered by Loretta






wooded 11/2 acres on
Kentucky Lake.
cellel location with
. lots shady oaks and
easy water access.
This is truly a choice
parcel and priced at
;19,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222
for all your Real
Estate needs.
way was mac





AT FACTORY DIRECT PRICES.
..S11C1I Names As:
Chifago Pneumatic;- Rockwell, Rodac, Dura-crati,
Select, Jet 8, Ingersoll Rand
1/2" DRIVE AIR '
1 IMPACT WRENCHESBLACK ELECTRIC TAPE(60' roll - 10 rolls) 






















Plus sand Saws, all types of Metarlathes, Milling
Machines, Drill Presses, Air Compressors, Drill Bits,
Socket Sets to 1" Drive Etc . . Over 1500 Items in
Stock!!
BO DODD
TOOL CO._ C Behind Wendy's
641 North. 





1979 united Featute Svnoicate 1,i4A








Ph 90/ i479-2986 479-3.713
South Fulton Tenn
-Purdimi & Thurman









With The Friendly Tout h
1 yr. old B.V., 3 BR., 2
baths, heat pump, kit-
chen & appl. beamed
great rm. w/fireplace,
formal dining, 2 car
garage. Upper 60's.
3 BR., 1/2 bath B.V.,
large kitchen-family













44. LOTS FOR SA-LE --
2 .ACRE LOTS for rent of
sale with city water and
sewege. 3 miles east of
Murray in front of East
Elementary School. $35, per
• month for rent. 753-3745.
FOR SALE by owner: Lot 1, 2
miles east of Murray, on
good road and 500 ft of High.
w'5' 94. City water, no
restrictions, not in a sub-
division. Call Bob Futrell 753-
7668 days and 753-2394.rtights. 
FOR SALE by owner: Lot for
Mobile home with septic
tank, water and driveway.








guarantee, $22.88; 36 month





1974 CAMARO LT, many
extras, $2900. Call 753-9834
after 5 pm. , 
CLASSIC 1968 MUSTANG
Fastback 2 plus 2. One
owner. 289 V8 engine with
original paint, mint condition
inside and out, complete
record of service. Call
Mayfield, 247-1372 after 5 and
weekends
1967 CAMARO, $700. Call 753-
1646
1977 CAMARO, 29,000 miles,
sasscis firm-. Local car, ex-
cellent condition. For sale by
owner, Call 759-4531 or 753-
7709. -
1971 CHRYSLER. POWER
steering, brakes, air, 4-door,
good condition. Call 489:2200.
51. CAMPERS • 53. SERVICE% OFFERED
CONCORD TRAVEL trailer,
19', fully self-contained. Lifix
new CAII 753-0314 atter 5 p . 
1977 CONCORD FIFTH
wheel camper Call 753-5374
or 437 4794. 
CAMPER, VENTURE pop-
up, sleeps B. stove, ice box,
nice. Call 7594831 or see at 510
Blair St.
1976 STARCRAFT POP-UP,
portible toilet, canopy, sleeps
8 437 4434.
52. BOATS MOTORS
BASS BOAT. Call 753.5374 or
437-4794.
17" CHALLANGER BASS
boat, 115 hp Johnson motor,
custom trailer, excellent
condition with extras. Call
753.9235
16' DUAL RUNABOUT with
65 horse Johnson, tilt trailer,
perfect condition. $1101). 753-
1;1181-.
14 FOOT JON boat for sale,
good shape. 753-9340. _
GLASTRON WALK-
THROUGH windshield, tape.
1975 115 hp Evinrude, Moody
tilt trailer, 1,2600. 767.252 or
see at 602 College Courts.
MARK TWAIN 1978 1 foot,
115 hp Mercury and ailer.
Call 759-1027.
1976 MARK TWAIN, 16 ft, tri-
hull, 115 hp Mercury motor,
power trim, extra nice. (811
759 4588 from 10 Ill 5, 753-7637
after 5 pm. 
28' STARLITE PONTOON
boat, 55 hp Evinrude motor.
Docked at Cypress Crick.
Call 901-324-0998. --
16' SPEED BOAT vtith 115 hp
Evinrude. Boat, motor, life
preservers, Skiis, ski rope,
Call 753-8223 most any time.
Can be seen at 1416 B
Stadium View Drive.
SALE: LAST chance! New
111/2 foot Snark Wildflower
sailboat. 5400. 753-5534.
-SILVERLINE 16 FOOT Tr -
hull, 75 hp Johnson Stinger
Motor plus trailer, all 76
..zdel. $3000 firm. Call 489-
2248 after 5 pm.
at, X IA' HOLISEBOAT. Call
436-5332,
FOR SALE: 1978 Toyota SR5
Coupe. Call after 5 pm, 753."
0191.
1975 FORD ELITE, loaded,
37,000 actual miles. 492-8256.
FOR SALE: 1973 Chevy
Caprice Classic, one owner.
Power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, A
Fm radio, $1900. Phone







tires, radio, A-C. 753.
FOR SALE: 1970 Firep_i_rd,
400 4-speed, excellent con-
dition, S1150,753.3704_
1977 GREMLIN. 1971 BUICK
Skylark, fair condition. Call
753 7629. 
1975- GRANADA FORD,
extra nice local car. 753-4048.
1974 MONTE -CARLO,
midnight blue 'with white
vinyl top, 47,000 miles,
loaded, in excellent con-
dition. 767 2557.
1977 OLDS CUTLASS
Supreme, less thbn 20,000
miles, lots of extras, very





roofing, insurance rk. Call
Murray Rem ling. 753-
5167.
BYARS OTHERS '& Son-
Gene home remodeling,
---fr. 'no, aluminum siding,
tiers, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or-1-362-4895!
BINKLEY C N •
STRUCT1ON. No job too
large, no job too small. High
quality work. Free
t.stimates. Call 753-6969 or
753-4124 and ask for Mark. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block 'garages, basements,
, driveways, walks, patios,




reasonable prices, Can for
estimates, 753-9987 after 4:30
pm.
-COMPARE AND save on
chain fink fencing. Circle A
Fencing. 753-8407.  , am til 9 pm. 
CARPET CLEANING, af
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Cstom












DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of slumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435-
4343.
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
and interior painting, car-
pentry work, small
masonary jobs, decks and




references. Call 753-1486 and
ask for Shelley.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these-1189h
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753-1537. "
KEN'S LAWNMOWER




and vas installation, will clo
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
MITCHELL BLACK •P
PING, driveways a small
jobs a specialit also pat-




a inum, in -3_.r.olors, and
iberglassroofs sealed. Patio
awnings 'and alumihum
carports, single and double,







R CYOTTN G, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes, 15 years
experience. C 1435-4173. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
1970 PEUGEOT, 504, estimates, satisfied
automatic, good gas references, VibraNac steam
1973 TOR ISO STATION- 75343085.
mileage. $450 Call 7534504  or dry derailing. call Lee'sCarpet Cleaning, 753-5827 or
WAGON wry good
u
/sportation, all power, air._ DOG GROOMING. All
$400. Call evenings 7594718. --bPrieed5r-ck up allndYde-laiype37yi.nronenite.
SO. USEDTiHICKS
1954 CHEVY PICKUP, good
Condition, S500. Call 753-0900.
1970 CHEVY PICKUP,
standard transmission,
tireS7759-4683, after 6 prd, 
1976 CHEVROLET, VAN,
automatic. See at/ lot 19
Shady Oaks or Save Mart at 5
points. Call 753AL574 753-
1559. y 
1975 FULLY' CUSTOMIZED
Dodge van. Has velvet
curtains,- icebox, porta-bed,
couch, wheelS, 8-track, all
the xtras. Plus has a slant
Si engine which is real




ENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.






remodeling, also new homes






10 for free estimates
LAKE LOTS for ,sale by
owner. lake front and lake
view. Several to choose from
on 'Kentucky Lake and lake
Barkley. Terms available.
Call James Bó b Futrell at
Murray 753-7668 or-753-
2394. •
45.F MS FOR SALE
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
PE ECTLY LOCATED on
G aves-Calloway County
ne, 78 acres more or less
yeitb bedroom house, 5
outbuildings and 21/ acres
fire-cured tobacco. Good
cattle or crop farm. Call
Barger Realty, Mayfield
Ky, (502) 247.2421. , 
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom,
kitchen, living room, utility
room and dining room. Close
to shopping center, 1397
Johnson. By appointment.
Call 753-6558. 
TWO BEDROOM house with
duplex garage apartment for
rental income. 753-8049.
47. MOTORCYCLES
HONDA TL 125 trail bike,
excellent condition. Call Joe
WeSt after 4 pm, 753-3943. 
1978 YAMAHA XS 11
motorcycle, 2,000 miles, all
accesSories. Call 753-2932. 
411. AUTO. SERVICE 
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The
wide ones with raised white
letters, G 70x14" or 15",
$29.79 and $2.90 FET; G
60x14", $36.65 and $3.17 FET:-
L 60xI4", 241.14 and $3.79
PET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee.
TRUCK LOAD truck tire
safe, highway treed, 700x15",
6 ply, $28.98 and $2.95 FET;





NEW Offieumis- - awed All Day Wed.
Monda -F ri day 7:30-Noon Saturday 7 : 30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $2.00 PRICE $IISHE $1.76
For horns L loot cols Owes cern 752 3415 en des Yee/Met 11 1117 Mal WAN,
BIBLE FACTS FREE STORE
BENEFIT AUCTION
Saturday, June 30th, 1 p.m.
Cherry Corner Pottertown Road next to Hick's Cemetery Everyone is in-
vited to corn' out and enjoy an afternoon of fun and help a good
cause. the needy People Qf Calloway County Anyone having anything to
donate will receive a tax deductible receipt. Call 759-4600 Please call as
loon as possible, SO we can advertise your items All proceeds go for food.
Medicine and utilities for the medy.
_
Itvteetc-gappsp, tire'Safte4=
white- wall 7 rib with 12-32
tread depth. A78x13, .$18.39
and $1.72 FET; E78x14",
$22 63 and $2.20 FET;
F78x14", $23.40 and $2.32
PET; G78x14" or 15", $25.39
and $2.54 FET; H78x15",
$27.52 and $2.76 • FET,
1.711,05", $29.86 and $3.06
EE l. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee.
OUT OF THIS WORLD!
That's what you'll say





"Quality' That Will Please"
612 S. 9th 753-5719
ROOFING, EAAODELING,
painting nterior and ex-
terior. ything to do with
.carperyt-ary we can do it.
Reasonable rates. 20 years
experience. Senior Citizens
ditcount. Phone 753-2418, 8
SMALL DOZER work,
landscaping and leveling.
Contact Bobby Crouse, 753-
4904 days, 753-3527 evenings.
WILL HAULdriveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-6763 or 753-4545. ---
heating.
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753-2211-or 753-9600.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed.
Call or write Morgan Con-
ttruction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-442-7026.
''OERVICES OFFERED 53. SERVICES allPFERED 
-1513D JOBS done. Call 753
UM or 753 4124 and ask for BUSHHOGING AND yard







size oak hide a-bed. 65 years
old Call evenings 436-5351. 
FEMALE GERMAN
Shepherd. One year old
Free. 753 0747
FREE KITTENS. Mother is
a good mouser. 753-9390
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
anorama Shores. Has living room, lot
en, utility and bath. Bedrooms new!





Si,aIt Engine Service ,
horized Briggs and Strat-
n Dealer
Work Preformed On:
Lawnmowers, tillers, and minor repair on Johnson
and Evinrude outboard motors up to 35 hp, and
chain saws.








See This Remodeled and Redecorated
Home With All These Fine Features








.extra 14' x 18' room
.2 car garage
Locate4 2 mites west of haidin on Highway 80.
Priced to sell.
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 753-8355
after 7:00 p.m. 431-4839
Have you really looked at trees?
Artove The Black Oak or the left ton
otrected troth Intern A Mon INutnentri
Penn. the vollow c'eniotiOn
Below The same tree acpro.anateey va
oreedts later Note rhe color that ton Oren
restored to the I  mak.", the tree







The smaller European elm bark beetle.
Scolytus multistrlotus, as vector of the fungus
that causes Dutch elm disease, has Increased
- the awareness of -the public-to -free benefits






I Iffs;ctiro -- controls
aphids beetles, hiesidol,
toren,' larvae, miles





coo uniformly to oil
ii of Poo No spot loft
untrootod
3 Can be combed In








Kelley's Termite & Pest Control Inc.
loo so. 13th St., Murray, Ky., 753-3914






will be held at the' First
Baptist Church at 10:45 a.m.
and 7 p.m. on Sunday, June 24,
yith thANpastor, the Rev. Dr.
Bill Whittaker, as the speaker.
His morning topic will be
"While It Is Day" with
scripture from John 9:1-7-, and
his evening topic will be
"Buried and Risen With Him"
with scripture from Galatians
3:26-28 and Romans 6 :1-5.
Paul Daifey, Jr., deacon of
the week, Randy Sorrow,
minister of youth, will assist in
'the services. Wayne Halley,
minister of music will sing a
solo, "For All My Sins," and
direct the Church Choir for
special music at the morning
hour. The Ladies Trio com-
posed of Carol Poe, Vicki
Sorrow, and Rebecca Whit-
taker will sing at the evening
service along with the Church
Choir.
' Doug Vancil will be organist
and Allene Knight will be
"pianist on S-unday.-
The ordinance of baptism
will be observed at the
evening service.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m. Children's Church for
ages 4--an4
Floor Room .E 310 with
Howard and Debbie Newell as




The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., will speak on
"Up From The Depths" with
scripture from Psalm 40:1-11
at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
services on Sunday, June 24,
at the First United Methodist
Church.
At the early service
Margaret Porter will sing a--
solo, "His Eye Is On the
Sparrow." The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan with
Bea Farrell as organist, will
sing the anthem, "100th
Psalm," at the later service.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m.
The Senior UMYF will leave
the church at 2 p.m. for
Cypress Springs for a water
ski and swim outing; and the
Junior UMYF will meet at





St. Leo's Catholic Church
will have masses at 6:30 p.m.
today and at 8 and 11 ant and
4:30 p.m. on Sunday. June 24,
with the Rev. Martin Mat-
tingly as the pastor:
Coffee and doughnuts will be
served after the Sand 11 a.m.
masses.
Weekday masses will be
held only on Monday at 6:15
a.m. and Friday at 4:30 p.m.
this coming week.
The Parish Council will
meet Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
the church rectory. Also on
Wednesday prayer meeting
will be at 7 p.m. in Seton
Center, and Legion of Mary
will meet at 1:30 p.m.
The Knights of Columbns
Ladies Night will be 'held
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in
Gleason Hall.
LAST PERFORMANCE — The final performance of 'Butterflies Are Free,' the premiere
production of the Purchase Area Repertory Theatre will be at 8 p.m. tonight. David
Davis and Carla Horton are pictured in a scene from the play which is directed by Mark
Malinauslas. Ticket information may be obtained by calling the box office at 767-6797.
Photo Sy J. Wilam Ph/lips
Lippman Receives Music
Educatiort Ph.D At OSU
Judyth C. Lippman, an
assistant professor of music at
Murray State University, has
completed her doctoral work
and has been awarded the
Ph.D. degree in music
„ Judyth C. Lippman
education at Ohio State .
University.
Her dissertation, which she
defended successfully in
February, is titled "A
Feasibility Study for a Piano
'Accompanying Degree at Ohio
State University." The em-
phasis of her doctoral degree
is in -PiaTid peIngogy-and class-
piano.
Ms. Lippman, formerly of
Orlando, Fla., joined the
faculty at Murray State in
1978. She is the coordinator of
the class piano program for
music students who do not.
have a major in piano.
She and a music faculty
colleague, Dorothy Mason,
have been awarded a summer
grant by the Center for
Enhancement of Teaching
Effectiveness at Murray State
to prepare a piano workbook.
Ms. Lippman was both a
piano accompanying teaching
aSsociate and a class piano
teaching associate at Ohio
State, a studio piano teaching
Look What Your Money








Effective June 21 Through Jute 27
9.00%
Federal Regulations Prohibit Compounding
Interest On This Type Certificate.
Ask about our monthly or quarterly interest
checks.
Early Withdrawal Requires A Substantial Interest
PenaIjy
Murray  ugic Murray
owiiiOwn—. *..7,--= • — SCAM
, Branch Branch._ Hopkinsyille










associate at the University of
Oklahoma, where she studied
with James Mathis, and a
studio teaching associate at
Northeast Louisiana
University, where *she earned
the M.M. degree and was a
student of Florence Allbritton.
Her B.M. degree and per-
formance certificate were
earned at the College-
Conservatory of Music of the
University of Cincinnati,
where she was on the
_resident's list of outstanding
graduates and was a four-year
peffOrmance scholarship
recipient. She studied there
with Hone Voorm and
Raymond Dudley. -
She has also studied at the
Kansas City Conservatory of
Music and performed as a
soloist for masters classes of
Mieczyslaw Horszowski of
Curtis Institute in
Ms. Lippman has taught at
Point Park College and
'Carnegie Mellon University,
both in Pittsburgh, and at
Edinboro Pa. State College,
as well as teaching private




Alan Raidt of Puryear,
Tenn., and Kenny Show of
Tampa, Fla., will present a
free mando,lin and guitar
'concert, Sunday, June 24, in
the Murray City Park, at 8
p.m.
The open-air concert is
being co-sponsored by the
Bank of Murray, WSJP, and
Intro-Creative Advertising
Agency, and will feature
music that ranges from
contemporary ballads to
traditional bluegrass.
Raidt is a well-known local
musician-singer, and is the
owner of Sound Farm Studio,
located in Puryear. He
composes and produces a wide
variety of music, including
commercial music for several
national advertising agencies.
Snow, originally from Paris,
Tenn. is the 1978 Tennessee
Mandolin Champion, a state
title he won in Clarksville,
Tenn. during competition
which included musicians
from across the nation.
The informal concert is





perience includes solo recitals
in Florida, Kentucky.
Louisiana, Missouri, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania, as well as
chamber and duo-piano
concerts in several states.
Ms. Lippman is a member
of the College Music Society,
the Music Teachers National
Association, Music Educators






Church at Briensburg will
sponsor a joint Kids Crusade
and Vacation Bible School
June 25 to June 29.
Dick and Pat Crowder of
Birmingham, Ala., will lead
the crusade' for those below
teen age level, the Rev. Leon
DeHaven, youth pastor, will
teach a class for teen agers,
and Dr. J. T. Parrish, churl)
pastor, - will teach an adult
class. The classes will be from
9 a.m. to 12 noon each day and
commencement at 7 p.m. on
Friday.
All adults taking the course
on 'floir-To Cape With Life's
Problems" from 10:30 a.m. to
12 noon will be given credit in
the , Charismatic - Bible
Institute.
For transportation, persons




"Unity With Diversity" will
be the subject of the sermon
by the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos
at the 10:45 a.m. a•orship
services on Sunday, June 24,
at the First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ.
The installation of the 1979-
80 Church Board will be held
during themorningserviees.
Mark Austin will be worship
leader. Margaret Porter will
direct the music with Maxine
Clark as organist. Greeters
will be Mrs. A. B. Austin and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wells.
Patrice and Joanna Fleming
will be in charge of the nur-
sery.
The flowers will - be in
memory of A. B. Austin and
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Corn
by their families.
Sunday School will be at 5: 30-
a .m.
'KZ:* mem mem matN, mew
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
1975 Chevrolet Caprice Station Wagon, Estate
equipment, 9 passenger, power steering, power





• •ON THE TOP
,
GET THE KIND OF AMANA
Batchelder To Present
Public Seminar Monday
Dr. George L. Batchelder of
San Mateo, Calif.. who has
been conducting pollen studies
at Murray State University's
Hancock Biological Station
this month, will present a free
public seminar on Monday
evening, June 25.
Scheduled to begin at 7:30
p.m. at the station on Ken-
tucky Lake, his presentation is
entitled "Collection of Fossil




Formerly of Beverly, Mass.,
Batchelder is now associated
with a pollen research firm.





The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
pastor of the Grace Baptist
Church, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, June 24,
with Dan Billington as music
e.pJQfjesa5_
organist, and Anita Underhill
as pianist.
Nursery workers will be
Gail Workman, Hazel Ray,
Marie Outland, Dean Downey,
and Sylvia Rickman.
• Sunday School with Hoyt
Wyatt as superintendent .will
be at 9:45 a.m. and the
Deacons will meet Sunday at 2
p.m. at the church.
Prayer Service and Youth
Study Group will meet at 7:30
p.m. on Wednesday.
Announcement has been
made that Homecoming Day
will be held at the church on
Sunday. July I. Food mayhè.
brought to the Fellowship Hall
for the noon meal before
Sunday School where the
hostesses will receive the fdod
and have the tables ready for




and rocks containing pollen
Episcopal Church
Plans For Services
The St. Johnrs Episcopal
Church will have Morning
Prayer services at 9:45 a.m.
on Sunday. June 24, with the
Rev. Stephen Davenport as
vicar of the church.
Holy Communion services
have been cancelled at 8:45
a.m. Sunday as 'originally
scheduled.
Acolytes will be Ben Moore,
Jeff Blodgett, and Samar
Mahfoud, and 'Lay Reader will
be Claudia Moore. Missy
George will be in charge of the
nursery, and the Jules Har-
„courts will be in charge of the,
dismissed. flowers.
Buy any
University, and Oregon State
University.
Batchelder described his
pollen research efforts in the
Jackson Purchase, which
began on June 12:--kS "a
business and scientific en-
deavor." He explained that
the research firm is asked to
help both scientists and people
with allergies.
"Each client or patient has
an interest in the pollen grains
which are produced by small
flowering plants and many
trees," he noted.
People with allergies,. he
continued, need toncnow the
types and quantities of pollen
in the air during various times
of the year. He said different
temperatures and rainfall
patterns each year cause
plants to release pollen at
different times, requiring
weekly air __Nipples_ __to un-
derstand variations in allergic
reaction.
"Scientists, on the other
hand, are usually in,torested in
the plant typesAhich gyew
hundreds of thousands of
from plants of long ago are
collected. Pollen is dissolved
out of the old rocks with
chemicals and the extract is
studied with a microscope to
identify and count pollen
types.”
He said a comparison of the
ancient fossil pollen types with
modern pollen counts enables
scientists to compare present
and past environments.
His studies at the biological
station, which will continue
into next week, include air
collections of allergy-causing
pollen and samples from
marshes and archaeological
sites for fossil pollen that will
provide information about
past crtinate and agricultural





John Dale will speak on -Do
You Understand What You
Are Reading?" with scripture
from Acts 8:26-31 at the 8.30
and 10:40 a.m, services and
on "A Living Hope" with
scripture fiom I Peter 1:3-Sat
the 6 p.m. service on Sunday.
June 24, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Tommy Caraway, Jerry
Bolls, Glen W. Gibbs, Gene
(tones, James Payne, Rim
McNutt, Don Winchester,
Euin Huie Suiter, Terry
McDougal, Charles Olree, and
Jerry Humphreys.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be John C. Steele,
Garry Evans, Emmanuel
Manners, Charles Lamb, and
Joe Thornton. David Wright
and Thornton will serve on the
Extension Department.
Spcial class helper will be
. Holly LaMastus, and teen
ntirsery helper will be Marsha
Turner.
To Hear Pastor At I Aible Study will be held at
-S-Cmdif Services
The Memorial Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the_Re_v. ø. Jerrell White,
speak on "Bible Teachings On
Giving with scripture from
thrs_.-Acts 20;35 -at 10;50 a.m. and on
"Be Not Possessed By
Possessions" with ii-Eiipture
from I Timothy 6:6-10 at 7
p.m. on Sunday, June 24.
Milton Gresham, minister of
music and 'youth, will direct
the Sanctuary Choir as they
sing "The Lord's Prayer" at
the --- morning service.
Margaret Wilkins will be
organist and Sharon Owens
will be pianist. Wilma
Billington will present special
music at the evening hour.
The deacon of the week. Joe
Morton, will assist in the
services. Nursery workers
will be Mary Ann Carter, Jane
Hall, and Susan Rogers.
Church Teaching with
Elbert Thomason as director
will be at 9:40 a.m. and
Church Training 'with Bill
Zambella as director will be at




,The University Church of
Christ will hear the minister,
Bruce Logue, speak at the
10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
serVitesnrrSuridny,- junelt°
"The leavening Nature of
the Church" with scripture.
from Matthew 5:13-16 will be
tOe morning sermon topic;
and "Fighting Giants" with
scripture from Deut. 1:26-33
will be the evening topic.
Assisting in the services will
be Wayne Williams, Robert -
Hendon, Steve Cochrurn, W.
H. Brooks, Talmadge Jones,
and Willard Alls.
Serving The Lord's Supper
will be Bob Starks, George
Gallagher, Vernon But-
terworth, Paul Rogers,
Leonard Wood, Ogie Green-
field, Burton Young, Joe West,
and Murrell Goheen.
Nursery supervisors will be
Hazel Berkley, Mary Taylor,
Dorothy Bailey, Edwina Key,
Laura Parker, and Gay Smith,
Bible Study will be at 9:30




with the freezer where you want It.
and get a high capacity
Amana Automatic Ice Maker 







Its true. And it s terrific. Just in time for the cold drink season.
And it's yours at no extra cost with any Amana Free-G-Frost Refrigerator
no matter where you want the freezer
•ON THE SIDE • ON THE BOTTOM
. Amana -Pefrigarator-within-a-refrloorator"
meat keeper on most models- that keeps meet
fiesh longer because super cold air surrounds the
outside without drying the meet
. Stor-Mor refrigerator door—
deep enough to hold






• Arnustoblis Cantilever Shelves on
most models - let you change storage










• 3-Position Energy Savor Control
lets you match the refrigerator to the
humidity conditions in your home
• restored stool denim dd 'be
warm took of leather and help hide finger-
prints and minor scratches
PLUS AN AUTOMATIC ICE MAKER WHEN YOU BUY NOW' A56995 RETAIL VALUE
oot t.00ly to Am•,. I,. .1 Water 'models b•cao•e the, 41,01•d• c • motker
• Decorator colors-
Autumn Gold Almond Avocado
Coppertone rind White
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
OFFER EXPIRES JUNE X, 1979 AT PARTICIPATING AMA NA RETAILERS
Come on in—Hurry! This is too good to miss!
touAk mousii•G
LENDER
SO 12th St., Murray, Ky , 753-2617
area* ate!"  "811" allOw
MURRAY. KEN
